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Abstract
Programming shared-memory multiprocessor systems is becoming increasingly
difficult as the gap between memory speed and processor speed increases. At the same
time, this class of computer—based on standard microprocessors—is becoming
increasingly common as an alternative to traditional mainframes and supercomputers.
Programs that are not sympathetic to caches can perform poorly on such systems.
Problems include false sharing (unrelated data in a cache block, resulting in coherence
misses), inadequate blocking (processing data as often as possible before it moves out
of the cache) and poor exploitation of prefetch (fetching data before it is needed).
This research addresses the problem of accommodating changes in memory
hierarchy cost and cache characteristics through an object-oriented C++ library called
OOSH (Object-Oriented Library for Shared Memory). OOSH includes low-level
allocators which pad and align objects to cache block boundaries, and primitives for
launching processes, locking and synchronization. OOSH also provides support for
object blocking—an object-oriented version of blocking, a technique traditionally used
in matrix operations. Blocking divides an algorithm’s data into blocks or tiles, which
are processed as far as possible before moving on to other data, with the objective of
reducing cache misses.
Performance of OOSH is evaluated by running selected applications from the
Stanford SPLASH benchmarks on the Mint MIPS architecture simulator. Simulations
are run both with parameters similar to current multiprocessor architectures, and with
higher memory hierarchy costs, to investigate the impact of technology trends. OOSH
versions of the applications are compared with the SPLASH implementations, based on
Argonne National Laboratories Parmacs macros.
The applications are MP3D (particle-based wind tunnel simulation), Barnes-Hut (nbody gravitation simulation) and Water (water molecule simulation). MP3D only needs
local synchronization, and uses distributed synchronization: barriers are replaced by

synchronization on local clocks in regions of space. Early versions of MP3D are poorly
written in terms of their cache behaviour, and the OOSH version of MP3D is
substantially rewritten. To provide another data point with fewer variables, Barnes-Hut
is a useful application. Although it has relatively complex data structures and
algorithms, and is well-suited to object-oriented implementation, so the OOSH version
is relatively similar to the SPLASH version. Water is a straightforward program which
is used to investigate the performance impact of OOSH if no attempt is made to improve
the structure of the application or its data, i.e., there are even fewer variables than in the
case of the re-implementation of Barnes-Hut.
OOSH is shown to give improved cache usage for programs that are rewritten to
exploit its features, especially in the case of MP3D which is substantially rewritten. The
improvement in cache behaviour is shown to be significant, even for Barnes-Hut which
has substantially the same structure for both SPLASH and OOSH versions. Water,
which is not significantly rewritten, is shown to suffer a performance drop of up to 9%
as a result of the overhead of object-oriented constructs. By comparison, the OOSH
version of Barnes-Hut, on a simulated 32-processor architecture with a cache miss cost
of 100 clock cycles, is about 20% faster than the SPLASH version.
Object blocking is shown to be a relatively minor effect in MP3D. Object blocking
could be a useful optimization for simulations with a larger number of references to one
object per timestep than is the case for MP3D. However, this research shows cache
block aligned memory access to be a big win, and is more likely to be a useful
optimization than blocking, across a variety of applications.
In general, as memory hierarchy costs increase, OOSH is shown to become
increasingly beneficial, and even an application like Barnes-Hut, which had a relatively
low number of misses before being ported to OOSH, can gain significantly from cache
block aligned memory allocators.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 The Problem
It is becoming crucial for high-performance applications to address the growing
processor-memory speed gap [Hennessy and Jouppi 1991]. Consequently, it is
becoming increasingly essential to make efficient usage of caches, which are used in
most computer systems today to bridge the processor-memory speed gap. While some
supercomputers do not use caches, cache-based shared memory systems are capturing
an increasing share of the market [Lewis 1994]. The research reported on in this thesis
investigates optimizations which reduce memory traffic in shared-memory systems, by
being sensitive to caches. Time-stepped simulations—an important category of
performance-critical application—are used in measurements of the effectiveness of the
strategy adopted (though the approach applies to other applications).
Another motivation for the research is the mismatch between the processor-memory
speed gap, and the additional growing trend towards object-oriented programming. The
mismatch arises because most work on automatic or compiler optimizations which
reduce memory access costs assume FORTRAN-like semantics [Bacon at al. 1994].
One study has shown that attempting to write C++ in a FORTRAN-like style, using
arrays implemented as vector classes, can result in poor performance [Haney 1994].
However, there are problem areas where object-oriented implementation is natural, and
traditional FORTRAN features are not applicable—typically, relatively irregular data
structures, or problems in which the layout of data in memory evolves as the program
executes. It seems pointless to attempt to beat a mature technology like FORTRAN at
areas where it is strongest; instead this thesis emphasizes development of techniques for
areas suited to object-oriented methods.
Processing part of a data set which is small enough to fit into a cache as far as
possible before moving on is called blocking or tiling—and is commonly applied to
array or matrix algorithms [Lam et al. 1991; Demmel and Higham 1992]. The idea of

blocking is extended in the work reported on here to object-oriented code, which is
called object blocking in this thesis. Object blocking is implemented in space-based
applications by dividing space into precincts. Each precinct is processed as fully as
possible, before moving to the next.
While object blocking may not apply to all applications—and in fact did not produce
convincing results in those measured here—a more obvious optimization is to ensure
that all data structures are padded and aligned to cache blocks. At the cost of some
wasted memory, padded aligned allocation avoids an important problem, false sharing.
False sharing is the situation where two processors access the same cache block, and at
least one of them writes to the block, but neither processor in fact uses the same data.
More detailed discussion of optimizations is deferred to section 1.3, where cache
concepts—needed to understand the optimizations—are explained.
In general, applications with properties common to particle-based simulations—i.e.,
spatial locality, but with state that migrates in time—have the potential to gain from
object blocking and other optimizations introduced in this thesis. The research reported
on here therefore examine the possibility of developing an efficient strategy for particlebased simulations, and any other applications with similar characteristics.
Other solutions to the problem of writing efficient parallel applications which do
work for object-oriented code include special-purpose languages such as COOL
[Chandra et al. 1994] and class libraries [Bershad et al. 1988; Beck 1990]. Specialpurpose languages have two major drawbacks: it is relatively difficult to add new
features, and they are not as portable as class libraries. If care is taken in writing a class
library, machine-dependent aspects may be isolated to a small module. Other work on
class libraries however has not addressed the processor-memory speed gap, which has
been identified as a major issue for this research.
The focus of the thesis therefore is investigation of cache-sensitive optimizations
which may be effected relatively easily using a object-oriented library. In this way,
using an object-oriented language can be turned to advantage—by contrast with the
position where an object-oriented language inhibits existing optimization strategies.
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It is not surprising to find that object-oriented code is common in simulations, since
the first object-oriented language, Simula-67 [Dahl et al. 1970], was designed for
implementing simulations. Much work on implementing parallel and distributed
simulations [Fujimoto 1990], for example, is done in C++.
Most work on general scientific computation is still done in FORTRAN*, but there
is some movement towards C++ for some scientific computations, such as grid
generation [Dener 1992]. In another example, in the 1990 Conference on Computing in
High Energy Physics, there were only two papers on object-oriented programming; by
the 1994 conference on the same topic, there were eleven.
If it can be shown that a class library can be used to efficiently program a sharedmemory multiprocessor system, the existing hesitant tendency towards expanding the
realm of object-oriented code from simulations to a broader range of scientific
applications would be encouraged.
1.2 Structure of Chapter
The following section (1.3) contains a more detailed discussion of caches—which is
intended to make the rationale for the research clearer. In addition, hardware strategies
for hiding latency are briefly covered in this next section, for additional background.
Once background has been established, this introductory chapter goes on to explain
the approach adopted to the research in more detail, in section 1.4.
Section 1.5 describes the contribution of the research in detail.
The chapter concludes with a road map of the rest of the thesis, in section 1.6.
1.3 Caches
This section presents a general overview of caches.
First, a brief overview of general principles is presented, followed by a summary of
major causes of misses. Then, techniques for reducing misses are summarized.

* For example, almost all algorithms published in ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software (if a

specific language is used) are written in FORTRAN.
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Figure 1.1 A Cache with a TLB
data and control flow for a memory read is shown

In addition to the cache itself, an important element of the hierarchy is the
translation lookaside buffer (TLB), a small specialized cache of recent page address
translations. Although the impact of the TLB is not considered until future work is
covered in 8.2, it is useful to understand how virtual memory relates to caches, so a
summary of address translation issues is presented.
Although not of direct relevance to this research, for completeness, write strategies,
as related to shared-memory multiprocessor systems, are described. In conclusion,
issues specific to multiprocessor systems, of more relevance to this thesis, are outlined.
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Figure 1.1 is a stylized view of a uniprocessor cache-based memory hierarchy.
1.3.1 Cache Organization
Detail in actual architectures may differ, but the general principles are common to most
current architectures; for a general overview, see Smith [1982].
The purpose of the cache is primarily to avoid references to a much bigger slower
memory—which may be the main memory, or another level of cache.
A cache is not only a faster form of memory, but is also organized in a different
way to ordinary RAM; the organization of the cache therefore has to be considered
when attempting to understand cache behaviour. Cache organization is important for
uniprocessor systems, but multiprocessor systems can introduce extra complications
[Tullsen and Eggers 1993].
A cache is organized into blocks (also called lines). A block is usually the smallest
unit that can be fetched from or written back to slower memory. Another usual property
of caches is that a block can either only go in one location (a direct-mapped cache) or a
small number of locations (set-associative cache).
Since a cache is smaller than the slower memory the level below, it generally
contains a subset of the information in the slower memory. An attempt at referencing in
the cache may therefore result in a miss.
1.3.2 Causes of Misses
There are several possible reasons for a miss [Hennessy and Patterson 1995]:
•

compulsory (or cold start)—the block hasn’t been referenced before and is therefore
not in the cache

•

capacity—the block has been referenced before but has been replaced by another
block because the cache isn’t big enough to hold all the blocks referenced since the
given block was previously referenced

•

conflict (or interference)—since blocks usually can only go in one or a limited
number of locations (depending on the cache’s associativity), two or more blocks
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may map to the same location in the cache and force each other out—even if a
capacity miss would not have occurred
•

coherence—the block is no longer consistent with another level of memory, and
becomes invalid. In a multiprocessor system, a coherence miss occurs if another
processor writes to the block. Even in uniprocessors, there can be coherence misses
if input devices can write into a program’s address space

1.3.3 Reduction of Misses
Compulsory misses may be reduced if cache blocks are made larger. On the other hand,
capacity misses may increase if blocks are made larger, as a higher number of blocks is
likely to contain parts which are not referenced. Choosing a block size is partially a
matter of balancing spatial locality (memory near a specific reference is likely to be
referenced soon) with temporal locality (a specific location is likely to be referenced
again some time soon after a specific reference).
Large blocks favour spatial locality; small blocks favour temporal locality.
However, as cache sizes increase, large blocks become less of a liability, especially on
uniprocessor systems where coherence misses are not a serious problem [Hennessy and
Patterson 1995]. Memory generally has the property that starting an access takes a lot
longer than the actual transfer. Also, memory can be organized into multiple banks so
that each bank is ready to start delivering or receiving as the previous bank completes its
transfer; this too makes moving larger blocks more efficient.
Larger blocks are also a way of achieving prefetch: fetching data or instructions
before they are needed. However, there’s a limit to how big a cache block can be
expected to have a useful prefetch effect (the optimum size depends on the application).
Another way of achieving prefetch is to have explicit prefetch instructions. A prefetch
instruction does not stall when the data it references is not found in the cache, since it
does not actually use the data. The Stanford DASH multiprocessor system, for
example, has non-binding prefetch instructions: if the prefetched data is written to by
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another processor before it’s used, it is invalidated and has to be fetched again [Lenoski
et al. 1992].
Another strategy for prefetch is to use a prefetch buffer. Blocks which have been
prefetched are not immediately brought into the cache, but are stored in a separate small
cache. This way, if the prefetch is inaccurate, prefetched blocks do not displace other
needed blocks [Jouppi 1990].
Placement of data can have a marked impact on the number of conflict misses.
Consequently, reducing conflict misses has been the subject of a number of studies—
not only on shared-memory systems [Bershad et al. 1992; Bacon et al. 1994]. Since a
relatively simple hardware technique can reduce conflict misses—and conflict misses
are less of an issue with large caches, this thesis does not consider software strategies
for reducing conflict misses in detail. The hardware strategy is the use of a small fully
associative cache containing blocks recently replaced, so that they can be moved back to
the cache quickly. This miss cache strategy has been shown to be effective in removing
the costs of conflict misses even in small direct-mapped caches [Jouppi 1990].
Blocking is the strategy of reducing capacity misses by attempting to do as much
work as possible on data which fits into a cache before moving on to other data [Lam at
al. 1991]. In the work described in this thesis, blocking is combined with processor
affinity: not only is a given part of a simulation’s data set processed as much as possible
before moving on to another part of the data set, but the work is done as far as possible
on the same processor.
Another area where coherence misses can be a problem is with implementation of
synchronization primitives, such as locks [Weber and Gupta 1989]. There has already
been considerable work on efficient strategies for synchronization primitives [MellorCrumney and Scott 1991; Lenoski et al. 1992; Galles and Williams 1994], so this thesis
does not place heavy emphasis on synchronization primitives designed to reduce cache
misses.
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1.3.4 Address Translation and Caches
Whenever a CPU issues an address (whether for a data or an instruction reference), the
address must be translated from a virtual address to a physical address. This translation
is done using page tables which are stored in ordinary memory. However, if a cache is
intended to replace references to ordinary memory as often as possible by references to
a faster cache memory, page translations cannot be done from a table in ordinary
memory. In fact, page translations need to be faster than cache references, otherwise a
cache reference would be held up waiting for the page translation. Hence the need for a
TLB—a small fast cache of recent page translations.
Most current architectures have a relatively small TLB. A smaller TLB (or any cache
for that matter) is easier to make fast, and it is possible to use a relatively small TLB on
the principle that page translations, once done, will be used often. Recent designs have
a few hundred entries in the TLB; designs of the early 1990s typically had 30 to 100
[Nagle et al. 1993].
Pages are typically 4K or 8K on a wide variety of systems, and if memory
references are largely sequential, the assumption that a small TLB is acceptable is
correct. The assumption is most likely to be true of code processing arrays in relatively
sequential fashion, or of code with tight loops with relatively few data references.
Some architectures, such as the MIPS R4000 and its successors [Kane and
Heinrich 1992], look up the tag in the cache using the virtual address. The physical
address is still stored still with the tag. This organization means that it is possible for the
TLB to deliver its translation slightly later in the cache reference cycle.
Some have advocated purely virtually addressed caches [Cheriton at al. 1986], to
avoid the complications the TLB introduces.
However, a virtually addressed cache introduces other problems, such as
complications of dealing with aliases (more than one virtual address which refers to the
same physical page, as in the copy on write feature of some operating systems such as
Mach). Although solutions to these problems have been proposed [Cheriton at al. 1986;
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Goodman 1987; Wheeler and Bershad 1992; Inouye et al. 1992], virtually addressed
caches are not in wide use (exceptions include some SPARC and HP PA systems).
Consequently, any undesirable interactions with the TLB should be considered in
any future strategy for reducing memory hierarchy costs. Since the research presented
here is focused on cache issues, potential TLB problems are only taken up again when
future research is discussed in the final chapter.
Another aspect of the memory hierarchy which is peripheral to the research reported
here, but is mentioned in the further work section in the concluding chapter, is
management of a page cache. A page cache is a cache of pages which have been
replaced, but which are still resident in memory. There is a move in operating systems
towards allowing user programs to manage the page cache [Harty and Cheriton 1991;
Subramanian 1991], which creates some potential for software strategies to further
manage memory usage at another level of the memory hierarchy.
1.3.5 Write Policies in Shared-Memory Multiprocessor Systems
There are various strategies for writing cache blocks back to memory. A write through
cache was popular with older multiprocessor systems. Immediately as a block became
dirty (written to and hence different from the corresponding block in the next level of
the memory), it was written to the next level down. A write-through strategy is easy to
implement, as it is easy to broadcast the updated block to other caches to ensure that
they remain consistent. However it is expensive in terms of memory and bus traffic.
Consequently, more recent architectures in which the processor speed is greater have
tended to move towards a write back strategy, in which a dirty block is only written
once it is replaced from the cache [Lovett and Thakkar 1988].
The underlying assumption of a write back strategy—and other alternative write
strategies which have been proposed [Joupi 1993]—is that a block will stay in the cache
for some time after it has been written, otherwise there is no gain over the write through
strategy. However, false sharing or the absence of processor affinity—both defined in
the next subsection—may negate the advantages of a write back strategy.
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1.3.6 Other Multiprocessor Issues
Coherence misses are the major focus of this research, since they are often the biggest
single cause of memory traffic in parallel programs [Eggers and Katz 1989]. Two major
strategies are used in this research: removing false sharing and improving processor
affinity. False sharing occurs when unrelated data referenced by two or more processor
is found in the same cache block, and at least one processor writes to the block, forcing
unnecessary invalidations. False sharing can be addressed in various ways—some of
which are described in Chapter 3—including cache block aligned memory allocation,
with padding to ensure that unrelated data is not in the same cache block.
Fetching large blocks—aside from being an potentially inaccurate prefetch
strategy—has another negative consequence in multiprocessor systems. If part of a
block is not needed by a specific processor, but is written to by another, spurious
invalidations result. This is called false sharing.
Unfortunately, there are good reasons to use larger blocks on uniprocessor systems
even if there are potentially better ways of achieving prefetch—as was noted above
where block size was discussed. Given that the growing processor-memory speed gap
is rapidly driving up cache sizes (1Mbyte of second-level cache is almost commonplace
in 1995), larger blocks are likely to become more common. As early as 1990, the IBM
RS/6000 had 128-byte blocks [Bakoglu et al. 1990], though 32 bytes was more
common for that era.
As long as the same processors are to be used for both uniprocessor and
multiprocessor systems, strategies for coping with large blocks, without an
unacceptably high number of coherence misses, are required. This research assumes
that multiprocessor systems will draw as much as possible on uniprocessor technology
for reasons of cost, so reducing false sharing is an important goal.
Small-scale multiprocessor systems typically use snooping, in which any change in
a cache state which needs to be communicated to other processes is broadcast on the
bus, and each processor snoops on the bus to ensure that it keeps its cache consistent.
Snooping does not scale up, and directory-based schemes have been widely
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investigated and implemented as an alternative—for example in the DASH [Lenoski et
al. 1990], Alewife [Chaiken et al. 1991] and ParaDiGM projects [Cheriton et al.
1991a]. For this research, it is sufficient to note that scaling shared-memory systems up
presents problems in the presence of a high number of misses, whether for snooping or
for any directory-based scheme.
1.4 Approach
The major goal of this research is to show that it is possible to address the processormemory speed gap by using an object-oriented library to provide a starting point for
efficient program structure (as well as efficient reusable low-level constructs, such as
memory allocators). In particular, the research aims to show that an object-oriented
library can provide a basis for implementing optimizations that are similar to those
implemented by good optimizing compilers, without resorting to FORTRAN-like
idioms (such as putting all data in arrays).
The object-oriented library is designed for applications which can be decomposed
into spatial units with mostly local interactions, since such a structure creates
opportunities for amortizing the cost of bringing data into a cache. Such application
characteristics are reasonably common, especially in code originally designed for
distributed memory systems [Hwang et al. 1995]. In addition, programs which
naturally fit the library’s structure may be difficult to program efficiently in a language
like FORTRAN, which lacks dynamic data structures and pointers.
In addition to addressing the processor-memory speed gap, this research uses the
abstraction capabilities of C++ to demonstrate how machine dependent code may be
hidden in a relatively small module. C++ abstraction mechanisms are also used to
implement parallel programming constructs, with the aim of reducing the potential for
programmer error.
Another aspect of the performance-improvement goal of the research is to show that
any higher overhead of C++ method invocation can be offset against more efficient
implementation of reusable code, particularly carefully optimized memory allocators.
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This is in contrast to the largely ad hoc approach of common shared-memory code, for
example, as found in the Stanford SPLASH benchmarks [Singh et al. 1992b].
A final goal of this research—which applies to the previous goals—is to show that
the performance improvements afforded by the strategies implemented in an objectoriented library are likely to become more significant, if the current processor-memory
speed gap trend is continued.
The major strategy for realizing these goals is the implementation and evaluation of
a C++ library, through performance measurement of a number of time-stepped
simulations—with comparison of versions written with and without the library. The
library is called OOSH (Object-Oriented Library for Shared Memory). Performance is
measured using the Mint MIPS simulator, extended to model a typical modern
commercially available shared-memory multiprocessor design such as a high-end
Silicon Graphics system. To predict future performance, the simulations are also run
with cache miss costs doubled. As a reality check, run times are measured using a real
machine, an 8-processor Silicon Graphics 4D/380.
The OOSH approach cannot obtain better performance than an ad hoc approach.
However, a cleaner object-oriented implementation should make it easier to do detailed
optimization. Also, the low-level shared-memory constructs should be easier to rewrite
for new architectures than is the case for ad hoc approaches. Finally, once these
constructs have been written for a specific architecture, they can be reused for new
applications, or as a basis for porting existing applications that already run on other
architectures. The potential benefits therefore are improvement in programmer
productivity, less application-specific work on optimization, and improved portability.
Others who have designed shared memory programming constructs have mostly
extended languages such as C++ or proposed completely new languages [Wyatt et al.
1992]. This research however accepts the view of others who have found that C++ is
sufficiently expressive to provide cleanly structured alternatives to macro processors
[Bershad et al. 1988; Beck 1990], without the need to invent yet another language with
all the problems that introduces for code portability.
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The major focus is on containing memory referencing costs by programming
sympathetically to the cache architecture. However, to illustrate that generality is not
lost by using a library and a standard language, some new synchronization constructs
are also investigated.
The SPLASH benchmarks are a reasonable source of applications since they are
becoming widely used in the research community and most have been reasonably well
optimized. The OOSH library implemented for this research is therefore used to
implement a representative sample of the SPLASH benchmarks.
The SPLASH benchmarks used here are MP3D, Barnes-Hut and Water. These
programs are chosen to give a reasonably wide range of application characteristics,
especially with respect to opportunities for improvement by reimplementing them using
OOSH.
MP3D is a particle-based wind tunnel simulation, originally developed for a Cray
vector machine [McDonald and Baganoff 1988]. MP3D is chosen for its poor cache
behaviour, and its potential for reimplementation using the spatial decomposition
strategy supported by the library. The potential for spatial decomposition arises because
communication is mostly local.
Barnes-Hut is an n-body gravitation simulation [Barnes and Hut 1986]. It uses an
octree representation of space to efficiently find bodies that are close enough to a given
body to be used individually in the gravitational computation. Bodies that are further
away are clustered together and treated as a single body. Barnes-Hut is used as an
example of a program which has already been reasonably well optimized. It does not
present the same opportunities for improvement as MP3D. The SPLASH code has
good cache behaviour, and the algorithm inherently requires more global transfer of
information than MP3D, making it less amenable to spatially decomposed restructuring.
Water is a more straightforward program than Barnes-Hut, with a fairly simple
structure. Although written in C, it is a simple translation from an earlier FORTRAN
version and therefore a useful example of general numeric code. It is a simulation of the
dynamics of a system of water molecules. Water is used to measure the overhead of the
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library on code which does not have an obvious object-oriented implementation, so the
library only adds overhead, rather than providing opportunity to use a more efficient
structure or primitives. Water can therefore be seen as an illustration of the cost of the
library when no significant change is made to the original code.
1.5 Overview of the OOSH Strategy
The OOSH library aims to reduce memory reference costs through two strategies. It
provides a framework for writing applications which can be decomposed spatially, to
support object blocking and processor affinity, and it provides low-level memory
allocators which are sensitive to cache blocks, with the aim of eliminating false sharing.
Spatial decomposition aims to meet two goals: doing all related work together, so
cache misses are amortized before data moves out of the cache, and exploiting locality
in communication patterns, so that communication between different parts of the
application can stay on one processor as far as possible. Inherent in these goals is
maintaining processor affinity: data should stay with the same processor as far as
possible—at least until it would in any case have moved out of the cache. Doing all
related work together is an example of blocking, which is described more fully in
section 3.3. For now, it is worth noting that a difference between object blocking in
OOSH and in much other work is that OOSH does not require that data be represented
in arrays [Lam et al. 1991; Bacon et al. 1994].
A programmer using OOSH may need to put some work into changing an existing
program so that it uses classes which can have their own

new

operator, which would

use the cache-sensitive allocators. A significantly larger amount of work may be needed
to restructure the application to exploit spatial decomposition; if there is a high degree of
sharing, such effort is worthwhile, in terms of potential performance gain.
OOSH is intended to be portable, and only uses C++ features which are likely to be
available in any standard compiler—except for a small machine-dependent module.
OOSH provides a few standard primitives, including the ability to launch processes,
locks and barriers. Since the aim of the library is to support efficient memory allocation,
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little work has been put into design of novel or efficient synchronization constructs.
One exception is the development of a strategy called distributed synchronization
[Cheriton et al. 1993]. Distributed synchronization is applicable when an application
has a decomposition of work which allows nearest neighbours (in space—or any other
way in which the application is decomposed) to be used to determine whether a given
unit of work may proceed.
The advantage of distributed synchronization is that a processor does not have to
spin on a specific lock variable if part of its workload is blocked, waiting for another
processor. Instead, the processor which has been blocked moves on to attempt to
execute another part of its workload. Even if all of its workload is blocked and the
processor effectively spins on the state of nearest neighbours of all of its units of work,
the problem of a single lock becoming a hot spot [Weber and Gupta 1989] is avoided.
Where possible, good ideas from previous work have been used. For example, a
C++ object has a constructor and a destructor, which are automatically called when the
object is respectively created or ceases to exist. OOSH implements a lock using a
constructor to set the lock, and a destructor to release it. A programmer therefore does
not have to remember to release the lock (which may be an issue, for example, if there
is a break or return statement). This strategy has previously been used in PRESTO,
which is described in section 3.4 [Bershad et al. 1988].
1.6 Original Contribution
Original contributions of this research are broken down into feasibility demonstration
and specific performance measurement.
The feasibility demonstration covers a wider range of features than those which are
specifically measured. The reason for implementing a wide range of features is that the
specific focus of the research—addressing the processor-memory speed gap—is most
credibly addressed by measuring performance of real applications. The performance
measurement must also be seen in the context of attempting to support the trend towards
object-oriented code, by showing that such code is not an obstacle to good
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performance. Hence, the OOSH library has to be shown to support features required to
implement typical parallel applications (specifically, time-stepped simulations—though
many of the techniques could be more generally applied).
Demonstration of feasibility therefore covers the following points:
•

optimizations such as object blocking, processor affinity, and padded and aligned
allocators can be implemented in a reusable library

•

the library can be used for a range of applications with different characteristics

•

a range of typical parallel programming constructs can be conveniently
implemented, using standard C++ features, especially constructors and destructors
(which are useful for setting up and clearing state associated with constructs such as
locks and barriers)

•

the machine-dependent code can be isolated to a relatively small module to enhance
maintainability, portability and adaptability to new architecture concerns
The feasibility aspects are intended to show that the performance measurements are

credible, i.e., have some generality. They are not considered to be central to the
research, and are therefore not quantified.
Performance measurements are on a simulated system with up to 32-processors,
and with the miss cost varied to represent two generations in which the processormemory speed gap has doubled. In summary, on the 32-processor system, these
measurements show that:
•

the reusable object-oriented library, OOSH, results in competitive performance—
even a reasonably well optimized application, such as the SPLASH version of
Barnes-Hut, is shown to gain in speed by up to 20% when reimplemented using
OOSH

•

biggest gains are to be had from totally reimplementing a poorly structured
application, such as MP3D—which gains from spatial decomposition as well as
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from better memory allocation—where the OOSH version is almost twice as fast as
the SPLASH version
•

even a fairly small absolute difference in the fraction of invalidations (0.077% on
SPLASH Barnes-Hut, versus 0.036% on OOSH Barnes-Hut—which mostly gains
from better memory allocation) can make a big difference with high cache miss
costs which are becoming increasingly common

•

a FORTRAN-like program—such as Water—cannot be expected to gain from a
simplistic reimplementation in OOSH. If it cannot be restructured to allocate data
and work in a more object-oriented style, performance is more likely to be lost than
gained
Also of significance is the difference between the impact of doubling the cache miss

cost (from 50 to 100 cycles), on SPLASH versus OOSH versions, in that this change
predicts the impact of the processor-memory speed gap trend:
•

the OOSH version of Barnes-Hut slows down by 3.3% when the cache miss cost is
doubled, whereas making the same change in the simulation slows down the
SPLASH version by 18%

•

for MP3D, the difference is even bigger: the OOSH version is slowed down by
12%, whereas the SPLASH version is slowed down by 49% after doubling the
simulated miss cost
MP3D is the only application measured which benefits from object blocking; since a

relatively small number of repeated references is involved, the blocking gain is small.
However, it is measurable, and evidence of relatively low conflict misses indicates that
object blocking is a worthwhile optimization to pursue where it is applicable.
In summary, this work demonstrates that a reasonably structured, disciplined style
of code using an object-oriented library is not an obstacle to competitive performance.
In fact, such a style of code can make it easier to achieve good performance on new
architectures, in that low-level machine-specific code should be easier to rewrite and
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reuse. Finally, the research shows that future generation architectures will require close
attention to a programming style sympathetic to memory hierarchy issues.
1.7 Structure
The next chapter outlines characteristics of the machine architecture at which this
research is targeted. The Mint simulator, used to measure performance, is also
described, in the context of real machines which are surveyed in the chapter. The major
purpose of Chapter 2 is to make it clear why addressing the processor-memory speed
gap is likely to become increasingly important.
Other work which addresses programming the target architectures is compared with
this research in Chapter 3, to complete setting the stage. The related work is presented
to justify the use of an object-oriented library as a strategy for addressing the goals of
the research.
The fourth chapter describes the OOSH C++ library, including key design
decisions. The description is presented in sufficient detail to understand key aspects of
the library’s architecture.
Chapter 5 justifies the choice of applications more fully, with more detail of each
application and any relevant history which helps to explain the choice of application, or
which aspects of it are most relevant to this research.
Chapter 6 describes the structure of each application as implemented on top of
OOSH and contrasts each implementation with its SPLASH implementation.
Chapter 7 summarizes and analyses performance results.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Chapter 8, with results evaluated against aims
of the research. Opportunities for future work are also discussed in the concluding
chapter.
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2.

Target Architectures

2.1 Introduction
There is a growing range of commercial shared-memory multiprocessor machines,
which use commodity microprocessors. The high end of this market may sometimes
use processors that are not used for cheaper desktop systems, but they are generally still
software-compatible with lower-end systems.
Consequently, development tools for such systems are reasonably freely obtainable.
Of most interest for this research, such systems generally have C++ compilers,
reasonable debugging tools, and support user-level multiprocessor applications. It is
therefore feasible to write a C++ library aimed at this broad range of machines, if care is
taken to isolate machine-dependent code to a small module.
Even more important in terms of the goals of this research, these systems rely on
large caches, and relatively low numbers of cache misses to achieve good performance.
Since this research is attempting to address a technology trend, it is useful to survey
not only high-end commercially available systems, but also research systems that hint at
directions which are likely to be pursued in future commercial designs. Other similar
projects indicate other possibilities for future large-scale system design; it is useful to
survey these to examine the extent to which they support the underlying assumptions
behind the research, especially the growing importance of cache sensitivity in software
implementation.
To fully understand the reasons for the growing processor-memory speed gap, it is
useful to examine the technology trends which are driving it. Understanding these
trends also helps to understand trends in large-scale system design.
Once features of existing and potential future machines are understood, it becomes
possible to consider a measurement strategy, which can be used to predict the impact of
trends in the industry on application performance. This measurement strategy can then

be used to evaluate the OOSH library, in terms of how well it reduces the impact of the
growing processor-memory speed gap.
The next section of this chapter presents an overview of currently available
hardware. Section 2.3 surveys research on future generation systems, with emphasis
on systems scalable to a large number of processors. Section 2.4 goes on to present a
summary of trends which are likely to influence future designs. This is followed by a
description of the memory system simulation used for measurement in section 2.5,
based on the Mint architecture simulator.
The chapter concludes with a discussion in section 2.6 of implications of the
trends—identified in section 2.4—for application design.
2.2 Commercially Available Systems
All the systems described here have major features in common. They have fast floating
point performance, which is potentially in the supercomputer league in high-end
multiprocessor configurations. However, they rely on efficient use of caches to
approach their theoretical peak performance, as they do not have the expensive memory
systems of a traditional supercomputer, which may have hundreds of banks of RAM
[Fatoohi 1990; Simmons et al. 1992].
Some detailed figures are supplied to help put the research (especially simulated
architectures presented in the chapter on performance results) into perspective.
When reading these figures, it is useful to note that a fast DRAM at the time of
writing had an access time of 60ns; a fast clock cycle time of the same era is about
200MHz, or 5ns. To make things more complicated, an increasing number of processor
designs are superscalar (more than one instruction can be issued at once: an instruction
is issued when it moves from the decode stage of a pipeline to the execute stage
[Hennessy and Patterson 1995]), making it problematic to use clock cycle time as a
measure of rate of execution.
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In a multiprocessor design, it is also usually true that a bus’s peak rate is not
available to all processors at once, so the actual cache miss cost is also a function of bus
utilization.
A final point to note before going onto specific designs is that buses and memory
systems have become relatively complex in an effort at disguising the growing
processor-memory speed gap, with techniques such as pipelined buses, multiple banks
of RAM and large second-level (L2) caches becoming commonplace on systems such
as those surveyed in this section.
Silicon Graphics has been making shared memory multiprocessor systems since the
1980s. Its Challenge range includes models with the R4400SC processor which is also
used in desktop systems, and the R8000, which is intended for high-end floating pointoriented systems. The major difference between the R4400 and the R8000 is that the
R8000 is a superscalar architecture, with much faster floating point performance. With
a clock speed of only 75MHz, an R8000 system is rated at 300MFLOPS peak [Hsu
1994], which is much faster floating point performance than even a 200MHz R4400.
To support large-scale traditional supercomputer applications, the R8000 has
support for large caches and has a relatively large TLB (translation lookaside buffer,
storing recent page translations) with 384 entries [MIPS 1994]. The current range of
Silicon Graphics Challenge multiprocessor systems have a 1.2Gbyte/s bus, and a
minimum of 1Mbyte of second-level cache per processor. Bus bandwidth is obtained in
part by a relatively wide bus: 256 bits for data and 40 for addresses. Memory can be up
to 8-way interleaved, and 128 bytes are transferred to the L2 cache at a time. Maximum
configuration of RAM is 16 Gbytes; there can be up to 36 R4400 CPUs or 18 R8000
processors [Galles and Williams 1994].
The peak execution rate of 300MFLOPS of the 75MHz R8000 equates to an
average of one floating point operation every 3.3ns. In other words, the memory cycle
time is approximately twenty times slower than the peak instruction throughput rate of
the R8000. Such a crude ratio between memory and processor speed does not directly
translate into cache miss cost, as factors such as cache block size, and cache controller
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and bus overhead also have to be taken into account. In addition, the actual cost of the
memory transaction depends on how wide the bus is, and how many banks of RAM
there are—both of which factors impact the number of actual full memory cycles needed
for a given operation. Finally, in a superscalar design, there is a bigger variance
between the best-case and worst-case instruction issue rate than with an ordinary
pipeline, so it is not meaningful to give a single ratio of instruction to memory speed.
Appendix D contains a detailed calculation of read miss cost, in which it is
explained how the Challenge POWERpath-2 bus can deliver a 128byte cache line from
RAM in about 1µs, so the miss cost from the L2 cache is approximately 300 times
slower than the fastest instruction throughput rate of a 75MHz R8000 (or 360 times
slower than the more recent 90MHz model)*. The miss cost is typical of other similar
architectures, as all work with the same underlying memory technology. This should be
compared with the L2 cache miss cost of a Silicon Graphics 4D/380 system of the late
1980s. Using a simple program which times memory accesses, the L2 miss cost of the
4D/380 has been measured to be about 30 clock cycles—also about 1µs.
The relative cost of a cache miss has increased by a factor of over 10 in
approximately 6 years between the two generations of Silicon Graphics multiprocessor.
This order of magnitude increase in miss cost does not contradict the prediction that it
takes 6.2 years for the cost of memory access to double in terms of clock cycles
[Boland and Dollas 1994]: there have been other changes in the memory system in the
newer design, including doubling the cache block size from 64 bytes to 128 bytes, and
a change in emphasis from lowering L2 miss costs to lowering L1 miss costs (in part,
the change is necessary because L2 cache sizes have increased more than L1 cache
sizes, as L1 caches have migrated from off-chip to being implemented on the CPU).
Sun has more recently moved into the realm of multiprocessor systems (using the
same SPARC processors as in their uniprocessor systems), which are mainly marketed
as mainframe replacements, especially in the large-scale database market. Cray builds

* Since the R8000 is a 4-way superscalar architecture, the peak throughput rate is four times the

fastest rate at which a single instruction can be executed.
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multiprocessor compute servers, which are more scalable than Sun’s models, but use
the same SPARC processors as in the Sun systems.
The Cray CS6400, which uses 60MHz SuperSPARC processors, can have up to
64 processors with a maximum of 16Gbytes of RAM. High memory bandwidth is
achieved by interleaving memory—with each bank attached to one of four buses—and
by connecting all processors to all four buses. Each processor has a 16Kbyte first level
(L1) data cache, 20Kbyte L1 instruction cache and 2Mbyte second level (L2) cache.
The four buses provide a total bandwidth of 1.76Gbyte/s. The CS6400, in addition to
support for multiprocessor applications, can run standard Sun software [Cray 1994].
Sun’s own range of multiprocessor systems, the SPARCcenter 2000, is similar.
Each processor has a 1Mbyte L2 cache, expandable to 2Mbytes. A system may be
configured with 2 buses, each of which may have up to 4 banks of memory [Frailong et
al. 1993]. A fully configured system can have up to 5Gbytes of RAM. The buses each
have a data throughput of 320Mbyte/s. Initial models have up to 20 40MHz 3-way
superscalar processors, though faster processors are supported [Cekleov et al. 1993].
The Sun and Cray models are not dissimilar in general terms from the Silicon
Graphics systems, though the processors are slower. The similarity between these
competing systems reinforces a major rationale for this research: systems of this nature
are becoming mainstream, and work on cache-sensitive programming is potentially
applicable to systems from a wide range of vendors.
To further emphasize the variety of systems available, it is useful to observe that
DEC also builds a range of shared memory symmetric multiprocessor systems,
including the DEC 7000 and 10000 Model 600 AXP servers. These systems were
initially available with up to 6 processors though the design allows for up to 16. The
7000 uses a 182MHz Alpha 21064 processor, while the 10000 uses a 200MHz 21064.
The main bus between DRAM and the CPUs is 128 bits wide with a cycle time of 20ns
and usable bandwidth of 640Mbyte/s [Allison 1993]. The DEC again is similar to the
Silicon Graphics design, except the total bus bandwidth is lower (reflecting the smaller
maximum number of processors).
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These machines all have the advantage of being based on processor architectures
used for a wide range of machines, from just above the top of the personal computer
range to supercomputers. Hence, the market for software—including programming
tools—is larger than it would be if they were solely aimed at the high-end computation
market. It is economically viable to use a wide range of configurations, from small
desktop units to large supercomputer-class multiprocessor systems—depending on the
scale of the problem and available funding. Consequently—for purposes of this
research—they all have suitable programming tools including a C++ compiler. Also,
their memory hierarchies rely on good cache behaviour and, assuming the predicted
processor-memory speed gap, will increasingly require closer attention to cache
behaviour to achieve good performance, as new faster processors become available.
The Kendall Square Research (KSR) architecture is a somewhat different design
[Ramanathan and Oren 1993]. The KSR memory is hierarchical, with significantly
higher miss cost for data further from a processor. KSR is an example of a cache-only
architecture—there is no “home” location for a specific piece of data.
Unlike the other architectures in this brief survey, KSR uses a proprietary
processor. A consequence is that the uniprocessor performance of a KSR machine is
not very competitive. The designers claimed that low uniprocessor performance is
compensated for by the architecture’s scalability. However, this approach means that
only relatively large and therefore expensive configurations are viable.
KSR announced in September 1994 that they were ceasing production, illustrating
the difficulty of selling a machine with a relatively narrow appeal. It is possible,
though, that KSR did not go out of the computation server business solely for this
reason, as the company had run into some difficulties arising out of its accounting
practices [Snell 1994].
In summary, at the time of writing, a competitive shared-memory multiprocessor
system has memory bus bandwidth roughly of the order of 1Gbyte/s, can support
several Gbytes of RAM, has at least 1Mbyte of second-level cache per processor and
has up to 8 banks of interleaved RAM. These characteristics—with currently available
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processors—translate to an L2 cache miss cost of the order of 100 cycles (or 100 times
slower than the peak execution rate for a superscalar architecture). Systems with future
processors are likely to have an even higher miss costs, given the processor-memory
speed gap trend.
The number of processors supported in models reported here ranges from 6 to 64,
with systems with faster processors tending to have a lower upper limit on the number
of processors. Systems with still higher numbers of processors generally need more
complex interconnects than a shared bus, as is described in the following section.
2.3 Research Systems
There is a number of research projects mainly aimed at making shared-memory
multiprocessor systems which are more scalable than the typical commercially available
systems.
Bus-based systems seldom scale to more than 40 processors—even fewer if the
processors are fast. The systems surveyed in this section are designed to scale to
hundreds of processors. Most of these research systems tackle the problem of scaling
up a bus-based architecture by splitting the bus into some kind of hierarchy.
These systems are of significance for this research, because they are also sensitive
to poor cache behaviour—and because they represent the possibility of building higherperformance systems than those surveyed in the previous section, if the issue of cache
behaviour can be addressed.
ParaDiGM is one of two projects at Stanford University. ParaDiGM has a hierarchy
of buses and caches. Processors are grouped in clusters, with each cluster sharing an
L2 cache. The next level down can also be grouped into clusters, resulting in relatively
small numbers of processors connected to each bus. ParaDiGM can potentially scale up
to hundreds of processors.
ParaDiGM relies heavily on locality for good performance. A miss which has to be
handled by a cache nine levels down the hierarchy (the maximum allowed for in the
design) costs three to five times as much as a miss which can be handled from the L2
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cache, assuming all the buses are lightly loaded. However, if the buses are not lightly
loaded, miss penalties rise [Cheriton at al. 1991a].
The other Stanford project is DASH. DASH is based on multiple standard Silicon
Graphics multiprocessor systems connected by a fast network. As with ParaDiGM,
locality is essential to achieve good performance. However the DASH designers argue
that their uniform cost network allows a more general model of application structuring
than a hierarchical design, because it makes fewer assumptions about locality. On the
other hand, it is possible to argue that even if all accesses are equal cost, minimizing
communication is still important—so the programmer cannot escape this issue. Indeed,
the designers concede that locality and hence application structuring is an important
consideration in achieving good scalability on DASH. A cache miss which can be
handled within a local cluster (effectively a single bus multiprocessors) takes just over
20 CPU cycles; a miss which must be serviced from memory three clusters away from
the CPU where the miss occurred has a latency of almost 140 cycles. If there is
contention for buses or the network, the cost of going to other clusters is even higher
[Lenoski et al. 1992].
The Data Diffusion Machine (DDM), developed at the Swedish Institute of
Computer Science, is a cache-only architecture—like KSR. Unlike ParaDiGM and
DASH, both of which assume a conventional memory at some level of the system, all
memory in DDM is organized as a cache. As with the other architectures, DDM is
sensitive to application structure, as is illustrated by the performance improvement
obtained by restructuring MP3D for better locality. A cache miss on a read (where the
required data is in another node) handled at one level of the architecture costs 55 cycles;
going down each level costs about 45 extra cycles [Hagersten et al. 1992].
All these architectures suffer latency problems when memory is accessed far down
the hierarchy. Latency is likely to be an increasing trend in commercially available
architectures, as manufacturers face the problems of scaling systems beyond the
capabilities of a single shared bus. Avoiding high latency misses over a network makes
achieving the goals of this research even more worthwhile.
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The MIT Alewife project differs somewhat from the other research architectures
surveyed in this section, in that it consists of a mesh-topology network of memory and
processor nodes. In other words, it is not hierarchical. In some respects, it is closer in
philosophy to distributed shared memory systems [Bennet et al. 1990]: the network
latency is high enough to justify techniques such as a partially software-based cache
miss handler, and context switching on cache misses [Agarwal et al. 1990].
The actual cost of a miss depends on how far away the required block is found. On
an 8000 processor system, the average latency is 55 clock cycles, compared with 10
cycles for a miss which is handled locally [Agarwal et al. 1990].
Although Alewife is claimed to achieve reasonable speedup even with the
notoriously poor (from the point of view of cache behaviour) MP3D, the fact that its
processors are relatively slow in the company of the recent commercial systems
surveyed in the previous section should be taken into account. The Alewife processors
are modified SPARC processors, running at 33MHz [Chaiken et al. 1991]. If the
architecture were implemented with more competitive processors, it is likely that it
would also become sensitive to a high number of invalidations.
Overall, these architectures demonstrate that scaling shared memory beyond the
capabilities of buses makes reducing misses even more important. Misses over a
network or down a hierarchy are significantly more expensive than misses on a single
bus. Achieving the goals of this research therefore will become even more useful
should architectures such as these surveyed in this section become common.
2.4 Technology Trends
Since the advent of commercial RISC (reduced instruction set computer) architectures in
the mid-1980s, the speed improvement of new microprocessors has been in the range
50% to 100% per year (see figure 2.1). On the other hand, DRAM speed improvement
over the same period has been approximately 7% per year [Hennessy and Patterson
1995]. On average, in recent years, it has taken 6.2 years for the cost of memory access
in clock cycles to double [Boland and Dollas 1994].
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Figure 2.1 CPU Performance Trends

As a consequence of these trends, caches are becoming increasingly important for
high processor performance. Most current high performance systems have at least two
levels of cache.
On-chip first-level (L1) caches in microprocessors on sale in 1995 generally vary
from 4Kbytes to 16Kbytes for each of instruction and data caches (mostly separate
though the IBM PowerPC 601 has a combined 32Kbyte L1 cache).
A second level (L2) cache of 1Mbyte is almost commonplace, and high end systems
in 1994 have as much as 4Mbytes of L2 cache.
At least for the next 5 years it seems likely that these trends will continue, or if
anything be accentuated. The difficulty in speeding up DRAM is a consequence of the
economics of the memory market. The DRAM market is driven by cost, which drives
density up (an average of a factor of four every three years [Hennessy and Patterson
1995]). At the same time, the underlying technology of DRAM—in which a read is
performed by draining the charge on a capacitor, which must subsequently be
recharged—is not only inherently slow [Prince 1994], but becomes is harder to make
fast as the capacitor is shrunk (and therefore capable of holding less charge). With static
RAM, the driving force in the market is both cost and speed [Hennessy and Patterson
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1995]. An SRAM stores bits in flip-flops constructed out of transistors, which are
designed to be ready to read immediately after a read operation [Prince 1994].
Another factor in the rapid acceleration of CPU performance is the gains to be had
from higher component counts which allow more parallelism in the execution path
[Hennessy and Jouppi 1991].
A similar performance gain to that seen in processors is harder to realize at low cost
with DRAM, though there are attempts at disguising some of the latency of DRAM by
methods such as incorporating a cache on the DRAM chip, or using a very fast bus to
transfer a large number of bytes in a stream. Rambus for example does both [Farmwald
and Mooring 1992].
In a limited sense, the relationship between DRAM and the processor can be seen to
be moving closer to the long-standing relationship between DRAM and disk.
With current miss costs, page faults are handled in software to allow more
sophisticated strategies which reduce the number of misses, whereas cache misses are
handled in hardware to minimize latency of each miss.
In the long term, it may be desirable to go for more expensive but more intelligent
cache management strategies. Some have been advocating software cache management
for a number of years [Cheriton et al. 1986]. Others have predicted that faster clock
cycle times will soon result in cache miss costs of hundreds of cycles [Jouppi 1990],
which could make software miss handling viable. Manufacturers are using increasingly
sophisticated strategies, including wider buses, interleaved memory and bigger caches
[MIPS 1994; Galles and Williams 1994; Cray 1994] to avoid the need for more
sophisticated (and therefore software implemented) cache management. Despite these
improvements, however, as is shown in section 2.2, cache miss costs of the order of
100 instructions or more are indeed becoming common. Software miss handling is not
a feature of any of the real systems surveyed here, but experience with Alewife
[Chaiken et al. 1991] suggests that software miss handling may have benefits for new
architectures, especially in large scalable systems with a slower interconnect than a
shared bus.
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A final point of significance to this research is that cache block sizes are likely to
increase to attempt to amortize the cost of misses (i.e., to achieve a larger prefetch
effect). A technology such as Rambus, which transfers units of 512 bytes at a time, is
suited to transferring large blocks. However, a larger prefetch unit also means more
false sharing in a shared-memory multiprocessor system.
2.5 Mint
The difficulty of obtaining repeatable measures on a real machine is a major advantage
of using an architecture simulator. In addition, a simulator allows for measurements
which would be difficult on real hardware, such as the number and cause of cache
misses.
For taking measurements of memory hierarchies, two major categories of simulator
are useful: trace-driven and direct execution simulators. A memory trace is a record of
addresses referenced on one specific run, which may be run through a simulator
multiple times, with different parameters (such as memory access costs), to simulate
different memory hierarchies. A direct execution simulator on the other hand directly
executes the code every time, using software emulation where necessary to allow
simulation of new features of a proposed architecture.
There has been work on efficient tracing systems [Larus 1993], but given the
potential for introducing subtle inaccuracies when using traces to simulate different
memory systems [Koldinger et al. 1991], a direct architecture simulator is preferable, if
its performance is acceptable.
The Mint (MIPS Interpreter) architecture simulator [Veenstra 1993] provides a
comprehensive simulation of the MIPS R3000 instruction set, and most of the R4000
instruction set, and can be used for either kind of simulation. Mint reduces the overhead
of simulation by executing parts of basic blocks that do not do loads or stores (and
hence do not have data references, since MIPS is a load-store architecture) directly.
Only branch and memory reference instructions are actually simulated. Another
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advantage of Mint is that it uses its own lightweight process implementation to
efficiently simulate multiprocessor runs.
Tango [Goldschmidt and Davis 1990] can also be used for either trace-driven or
direct execution simulation. In some respects, it is less efficiently implemented than
Mint. Mint allows standard object code to be executed directly on the simulator,
whereas Tango requires recompiling the source with an extra augmentation step. Tango
also has a less efficient model of multitasking (using UNIX processes), and is generally
slower than Mint. Tango-lite has since been developed, which addresses most of the
problems raised here, but was not available in time to be considered.
For these reasons, Mint is used for simulations reported here, though Tango has
been used in earlier work [Cheriton et al. 1991b].
The Mint simulator has a backend which can be partially or completely rewritten
depending on the sophistication of the required memory system simulation. In the
default case, the backend does nothing, and running under Mint does little more than
collect a few global statistics. With empty backend functions, Mint is claimed to run
between 18 and 65 times slower than native execution for a uniprocessor run [Veenstra
1993].
The backend used for this research is based on an example supplied with Mint,
which implements a simple infinite cache model. Additions have been made to the
supplied code to generate more statistics and to simulate miss costs more realistically. In
particular, the bus has been modified to more closely approximate that of a current
design in terms of memory access costs. A finite cache simulator has also been written,
based on the infinite cache code, to measure blocking effects. More detail of the
simulators is presented in Appendix B.
The simulation is run with a miss cost of 50 processor cycles, as well as with
double the miss cost (100 cycles), to measure the impact of trends in CPU versus
memory speed. The higher figure has already been exceeded by high-end systems, and
even higher miss costs will become commonplace as current high-end processors move
down the scale.
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The trend of a doubling of DRAM cost in processor cycles every 6.2 years [Boland
and Dollas 1994] puts the two simulated memory systems about 6 years apart—though
this is a simplistic assumption, as details of the memory system other than access time,
such as cache block size, affect miss cost. Alternatively, the two variations can be seen
as representing a high end and a low end system (respectively, either fast or slow
processors on the same memory system).
An infinite cache model is suitable to measure shared memory communication costs,
which may be obscured by capacity or conflict misses in a finite cache simulation; a
finite cache simulation is necessary to measure blocking effects, since blocking mainly
aims to reduce capacity misses.
Specifics of the parameters of the simulation are given in section 7.2, where the
measurement strategy is described.
The simulated architecture is described in more detail in Appendix B.
2.6 Implications of Architecture Trends For Applications
It is becoming increasingly difficult to avoid the need to do at least some restructuring
of applications, as cache block sizes and cache miss penalties increase.
If software is written in an object-oriented style, it is possible to replace low-level
memory allocators to ensure that objects are padded and aligned to cache blocks. If data
is allocated in an ad hoc fashion or in arrays this is less easy to achieve.
False sharing is not a major problem with small cache blocks. Provided that blocks
are smaller than most data structures, no special effort is needed to avoid having blocks
containing unrelated data. In the limit, if blocks are the size of the smallest data
structure, there is no false sharing. On the other hand, as the size of cache blocks
increases, the probability of false sharing increases.
For relatively large data structures, or those which do not occur often, padding and
alignment is viable. For smaller frequently occurring data structures, the cost in lost
memory makes it preferable to aggregate multiple smaller data structures that are
assigned to the same processor.
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The same kind of issue is likely to be encountered for a wide range of software, so
it would be useful to be able to reuse code implementing solutions to these problems.
Since one of the goals of object-oriented programming is the promotion of code reuse
[Cox 1991], developing an object-oriented library such as OOSH is an appropriate
strategy. Chapter 3 justifies the implementation strategy more fully, by comparing it
with related work.
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3.

Related Work

3.1 Introduction
This chapter places the research in context. In particular, the reasons for choosing to
implement an object-oriented library are clarified, by examining other strategies for
implementing efficient shared-memory parallel code.
Work most closely related to that reported on here is attempts at implementing
object-oriented languages and macro packages for shared-memory multiprocessor
programs. Work on implementing algorithms efficiently on shared-memory systems is
also closely related, as is work on automatic optimization (or even automatic
parallelization) in the field of compiler research—though much work on compiler
optimization turns out to be inapplicable to C++.
Less closely related is work on alternative synchronization mechanisms. The major
focus in this work is on using C++ features to best effect, to minimize communication
costs—especially by reducing sharing. Ideally, all false sharing should be eliminated,
and true sharing should be minimized. A limited investigation has been made of
alternative methods of synchronization as part of the research, to demonstrate that the
generality of the OOSH library—rather than to pursue a goal of exploring the space of
alternative synchronization constructs.
Since some of the work done by others on synchronization could be adapted to
OOSH, it is described in more detail in this chapter than is justified by the major goals
of the research. The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate that a library such as
OOSH can provide a basis for implementing the features expected of a parallel
programming language.
The next section of this chapter contains a brief overview of features of the OOSH
library, which summarizes the overview of section 1.5 in the form of pointers to the
related work covered in the rest of this chapter. Presentation of detail of the library is
deferred to Chapter 4.

Section 3.3 presents algorithmic and compiler methods to reduce cache misses;
these two techniques are handled together, since compiler optimizations may also be
manually implemented. Section 3.4 contains a brief survey of object-oriented
approaches to implementing shared-memory programming constructs (libraries and
languages), followed by a summary of approaches to implementing synchronization
efficiently in section 3.5.
In conclusion, in section 3.6, related work is compared with this research and the
strategy of building an object-oriented library is further justified.
3.2 How OOSH Relates to Other Work
The OOSH library design is based on two major strategies: spatial decomposition, and
cache block-sensitive memory allocators.
Spatial decomposition should be compared with related work which supports
processor affinity scheduling (see COOL in section 3.4.2), as well as related work on
blocking (in section 3.3). Work on reducing false sharing (also covered in section 3.3)
should be compared with the OOSH approach of implementing cache-sensitive memory
allocators.
Although the major goal of the OOSH library is to support efficient memory
referencing patterns, some work has been put into design of a new synchronization
strategy called distributed synchronization. Distributed synchronization should be
compared with techniques in section 3.5 for reducing cache misses associated with
synchronization operations.
In terms of programming technique, the approach of using a constructor and
destructor to implement locks should be compared with a similar strategy which has
been used in PRESTO, which is described in section 3.4.
3.3 Algorithmic Strategies and Compiler Optimizations
There is a major attraction to finding compiler optimizations to reduce cache misses. If
such optimizations are effective for popular languages, a large body of legacy code
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(programs which have been in use for a long time, which may have become
unmaintainable: also known as dusty decks) can be run efficiently without modification.
In the realm of large-scale numeric computation, much such code is written in
FORTRAN. Partially for this reason, much of the work on memory-related
optimization in compilers for high-performance computation has been done for
FORTRAN. Another reason for the emphasis on FORTRAN in compiler work is that
many of the techniques used assume there are no aliases (more than one variable that
refers to the same place in memory). FORTRAN code can contain aliases (e.g. through
the EQUIVALENCE statement, or through parameter passing), but the need for aliases is
much lower than in languages with pointers and dynamic allocation. It is therefore
acceptable for an optimizing compiler to require that there are no aliases in a FORTRAN
program—if there are any, they are considered to be a bug [Bacon et al. 1994].
Even if many of the transformations performed by a compiler cannot be safely done
automatically in the presence of aliases, it is possible in principle to use these techniques
manually. For example, blocking (also called tiling) is the strategy of doing as much
computation as possible on a subset of the data set that fits into a cache, before moving
on to other data*. Blocking is often worth implementing even if it is not supported by
the compiler. One complication which arises in implementing blocking is choosing a
block size which minimizes conflict misses (where different addresses map to the same
cache block) [Lam et al. 1991].
Blocking is most likely to be of benefit in applications which share a major
characteristic of algorithms such as a matrix multiply: the same data is referenced in
many different places. In the case of multiplying two N xN matrices, for example, a
specific element of one of the arrays is used in N different computations.
Another transformation which is potentially possible for a compiler to implement,
but which is also implemented manually by shared-memory programmers, is block
decomposition: chunking an array into units which are aligned to cache blocks [Bacon
et al. 1994]. For example, if the block size is 32 bytes and an array element is 4 bytes,
* Blocking was originally proposed for uniprocessor computations.
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the smallest unit of the array allocated to one processor is 8 elements, with the divisions
chosen so that they fall on cache block boundaries. The MP3D program in the SPLASH
benchmarks [Singh et al. 1992b], for example, is implemented in this way.
On the other hand, attempting to implement object-oriented code on a highperformance system without attempting to do manual optimizations may yield
disappointing results [Forslund at al. 1990].
Many of the optimizations which are applicable to parallel machines are also
applicable to uniprocessor systems, though contention in the multiprocessor case for
shared resources adds additional problems, such as false sharing.
The following is a partial list of relevant techniques in addition to those already
described, to give an idea of what can be done [Bacon et al. 1994]:
•

loop reordering—may expose parallelism: useful especially for automatic
parallelizers, but also can be used to avoid bank conflicts in a uniprocessor or vector
system with multiple banks of RAM

•

array padding—moving the start of an array—can reduce memory bank, or cache
set or TLB set conflicts on uniprocessor systems; it can also be used to address
false sharing on shared-memory systems

•

cache alignment—strategies such as ensuring that a shared variable and the
associated lock go in the same cache block can reduce false sharing
All of these techniques are potentially possible to implement on a compiler,

especially for a language like FORTRAN where aliases may be disallowed. However,
for those who wish to switch to an object-oriented language such as C++, much
research is still needed to find ways of implementing these strategies automatically. In
the meantime, performing such optimizations manually is possible.
3.4 Object-Oriented Shared-Memory Languages and Libraries
This section is split into two parts: C++ class libraries, and special-purpose parallel
languages. Rather than an exhaustive coverage of such alternatives, this section aims to
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present a representative sample, to make it clearer where the OOSH library fits into the
range of possibilities.
3.4.1 C++ Libraries
The ANL Parmacs macros have been translated into a C++ class library [Beck 1990].
The C++ Parmacs library re-implements the major functionality of the macros including
monitors, barriers and distributed index generators. The library uses classes to
implement each feature, and inheritance is used to build features up out of primitives, as
well as to demonstrate the development of new features based on those similar to the
original macros. Despite the improvements over the original macros, the C++ version
of Parmacs does not address the major issue of this research: efficient use of caches.
The PRESTO threads packaged developed at the University of Washington
[Bershad et al. 1988] is one of the earlier attempts at building a shared-memory
multiprocessing toolkit in C++. PRESTO pioneered some useful techniques, such as
using constructors and destructors to set up and terminate a parallel programming
construct. For example, this is how PRESTO monitors are implemented.
PRESTO differs in emphasis from the work of this thesis in that it addresses issues
of efficient implementation of low-level primitives like locks, monitors and thread
management. The OOSH implementation assumes that building efficient primitives is
addressed by other research, and from this starting point provides a framework for a
specific class of applications. In another difference in emphasis, PRESTO does not
address the issue of program structuring to reduce cache misses.
3.4.2 Parallel Object-Based and Object-Oriented Languages
The COOL language developed at Stanford is an extension of C++ with features like
class-based monitors, affinity hints to encourage scheduling of related processes on the
same processor, parallel functions and a range of synchronization operations.
Although COOL aims to reduce memory costs by improving processor affinity, it
does not include allocators for aligned, padded objects. Improvement in processor
affinity is a useful goal, but some work on application structure is also necessary to
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ensure that the application has reasonable locality. Since COOL is a programming
language rather than an application framework, it does not address program structure.
Also, although COOL is a preprocessor-based extension to C++, it does not
support full use of the language for parallel constructs: inheritance is not supported
[Wyatt et al. 1992]. It is therefore more correctly described as an object-based (as
opposed to object-oriented) language [Booch 1991], since inheritance is a fundamental
requirement of a true object-oriented language [Cardelli and Wegner 1985].
COOL has a much longer feature list than OOSH. Applications reported on in
published work on COOL are similar to those implemented here—if a wider range of
applications and in some cases newer improved versions [Chandra et al. 1994]. Since
COOL has more features than OOSH, it could prove to be more generally applicable.
However, in principle, the functionality of OOSH could be extended as needed.
Most other object-oriented languages or object-based with support for parallelism
predate concerns for efficient use of memory hierarchy. Some of these languages
include Concurrent Smalltalk, Eiffel [Wyatt et al. 1992] and Ada [DoD 1983].
3.5 Synchronization Strategies
This section presents a few possibilities for synchronization, to illustrate possibilities
for future work. Strategies which are relevant to shared-memory programming could be
incorporated into the library. However, since the focus of the research is reducing cache
misses, relatively simple approaches to synchronization were generally considered
sufficient for OOSH. However, where the need for synchronization can be reduced by
restructuring, such restructuring is worth considering—see for example the distributed
synchronization strategy adopted for MP3D in 6.2.2.
Most work on novel strategies for synchronization has been done for distributed
memory systems, since communication costs on these systems are high. Also, on a
distributed memory system, it is not possible for a processor to look into another’s
address space, so problems like deadlock detection are more of an issue than for
shared-memory systems.
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As latencies for memory access increase, it is possible that shared memory systems
will require some of the strategies used in distributed memory systems. Some of the
work by others aimed at distributed memory systems includes virtual time and
distributed mutual exclusion.
Virtual time is based on the idea that a process may optimistically assume that it has
not moved ahead of other parts of a simulation. If, however, it receives a message from
another part of the simulation that is older than work the process has already completed,
the process must roll back work to the time of the newly received message, and
broadcast antimessages to inform other processes that they must roll back work
resulting from any now invalidated messages originating from the rolling back process
[Fujimoto 1990].
Virtual time, or the optimistic simulation model, is most suited to cases where the
amount of memory used by a simulation is relatively small in relation to the amount of
processing required. Also, the communication cost for checking clocks of other parts of
a simulation must be high in relation to potential losses from broadcasting antimessages and performing a rollback. In current shared-memory systems, these
limitations restrict the class of applicable applications more than on distributed memory
systems, or distributed systems (i.e., optimistic simulation is less attractive on a sharedmemory system).
Distributed mutual exclusion is intended mainly for distributed systems, but is
applicable to any system connected by a network, including a distributed shared
memory system. Mutual exclusion is necessary for managing any shared resource,
including atomic file transactions. Fault tolerance is a major requirement of the general
solution to distributed mutual exclusion, since a networked distributed system can
include networked nodes which may go down, and parts of the network itself may fail
[Agrawal and El Abbadi 1991].
While fault tolerance is not as important to programmers of shared memory
systems, some of the issues which arise in achieving efficient implementation of
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distributed mutual exclusion may become relevant as memory latencies rise in relation to
CPU speeds.
Research on synchronization for shared-memory systems has focused more on
improving the speed of existing mechanisms than on finding novel mechanisms.
For example, tree-based barriers solve essentially the same problem as the
distributed synchronization strategy introduced by this research, but without requiring
any change to program structure [Mellor-Crumney and Scott 1991].
Cache coherency-based locks are implemented as part of the cache mechanism.
Instead of using lock variables and relying on the usual cache coherency protocol to
ensure atomicity of an attempt at acquiring a lock, the lock mechanism is implemented
by the cache controller. Cache coherency-based locks address the problem of hot spots
caused by locks [Cheriton et al. 1991a].
Contention-free locks attempt to solve the lock hot spot problem without special
hardware. For example, a ticket lock gives a process attempting to acquire a lock a
number. When the global lock value reaches the value of the process’s ticket, it has
acquired the lock. It only sets the global value on releasing the lock. The number of
invalidations can be minimized by using two different counters for picking up the ticket
and for the global count which is tested. This is an improvement on a test-and-set lock
where every processor attempting to acquire the lock spins on it and attempts to set it
constantly (conditional on its value), and also a little more efficient that a test-and-testand-set lock, where every process waiting on the lock only tries to set it when its value
changes [Mellor-Crumney and Scott 1991].
Distributed shared memory systems are making increased use of relaxed
consistency models, such as release consistency, in which it is assumed that shared
variables will only be written when shared by a lock. In the release consistency model,
dirty blocks only need be written back when a lock is released. To ensure atomicity of
the write, the release is blocked until the write back is complete [Dwarkadas et al.
1993]. Release consistency is also used in the DASH architecture, which is not a
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distributed shared memory system but does have high latency for misses far down the
hierarchy [Lenoski et al. 1992].
Adopting such relaxed consistency models, while a memory system implementation
technique, cannot be considered in isolation from strategies for synchronization since it
relies on the interaction between memory referencing and locking.
3.6 Conclusion
When comparing strategies for implementing new approaches to programming, it is
useful to distinguish between improving existing code and writing new code. For
improving existing code, it is hard to argue against compiler optimization work, since
legacy code can be improved without having to understand it in detail.
However, the difficulties of generalizing some important compiler optimizations to
languages with unrestricted pointers makes it difficult to implement many optimizations
that can be applied to FORTRAN to a language such as C++. Another drawback of
relying on compiler optimizations is that all code has to be recompiled if a new
optimization is found. If a new optimization is implemented by changing a library
however, at worst only relinking is needed (many systems today support dynamic
libraries, so even relinking may not be needed).
When completely new code is to be written, it is more feasible to consider other
alternatives—such as using a new language.
For writing new code, implementing features such as efficient reusable memory
allocators and synchronization primitives in a library using standard C++ has some
advantages over inventing a new language, whether by using a macro processor to
extend an existing language or by implementing a totally new language.
Portability is easier to achieve with a library than with a completely new language.
Portability may to some extent be addressed by implementing the language using a
macro processor to translate it to a standard language. However, debugging code which
has been passed through a macro processor can become difficult. Even though UNIX-
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based tools allow such extra levels of translation to be hidden to some extent, it is
always possible that problems will lead to a need to examine the translated code.
Furthermore, improvements (such as new synchronization strategies or better
memory allocators) are relatively easy to add to a library.
As latencies for memory systems increase, strategies similar to release consistency
will become increasingly common, and new programming methods will have to take
such models of consistency into account. A library-based approach in which low level
hardware-dependent allocators are hidden from the user can be modified for such new
strategies.
Whenever such improvements are made, the library will be altered. As long as the
programming model is unchanged, programs using the library should only need to be
relinked. If a shared library is used, even linking may not be necessary.
A programming language that hides details of parallel coding from the programmer
also runs into the problem of requiring recompilation of existing code to obtain the
benefits of the new approach. Worse, changing a language primitive may require
rewriting the compiler—or at least the runtime library.
In the best case, making improvements to the implementation of a programming
language may be restricted to rewriting parts of the run-time library. However, if this is
true, much of the functionality supplied in the language would have to be contained in
the library routines, so it becomes less clear that implementing a new language is what
is required. If the same effect can be obtained by implementing a library without
implementing a special-purpose language, the library-only strategy should be the more
economical solution in terms of effort to implement.
In summary, OOSH addresses the issues of efficient structuring by spatial
decomposition of applications (with potential for object blocking), as well as allocating
memory aligned and padded to cache block boundaries, unlike most of the other work
surveyed here. A library is in some respects a more efficient strategy than compiler
optimizations, though compiler optimizations would be useful if they could be extended
to languages which allow unrestricted use of pointers. One advantage though of using a
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library instead of relying on compiler optimizations is that improvements can be made
without recompiling anything but the library. A library is easier to modify for new
synchronization or memory management strategies than a language such as COOL;
strategies such as tree-based barriers could be added (for example) with no change to
applications built with the library. With dynamic shared libraries, the possibility is
created to vary the strategy transparently across a family of machines, or to install new
binaries of a new release without requiring recompilation.
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4.

The OOSH C++ Library

4.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the key design decisions of the OOSH library. It is not intended
as complete documentation of the library’s functionality, but is intended to convey
sufficient detail to understand major aspects of the library’s architecture.
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the suitability of features of C++ for
implementation of parallel programming constructs, with the goal of supporting a
cache-sensitive style of programming in a reusable way.
Cache-sensitive here is taken to mean support for spatial decomposition of
programs—including object-blocking—and padding and alignment to cache block
boundaries. Reusable is taken to mean that a large part of the lower-level functionality,
including padded and aligned memory allocators and parallel programming primitives
need not be reimplemented for each application.
These are subjective issues, and since the main focus of the research is to measure
performance of the resulting code and predict its performance on future architectures,
no attempt is made at precisely quantifying them.
Section 4.2 provides an overview of the major architectural decisions taken in the
design process, divided into issues related to the simulation model, and a description of
the implementation strategy. This is followed in section 4.3 by an overview of the flow
of control of an application built on top of OOSH. The library is broken down into
machine-dependent classes, kernel classes and higher-level classes. Each of these major
sub-divisions is separately discussed, in sections 4.4 to 4.6.
After discussion of the library, construction of applications on top of the library is
discussed in general terms, in section 4.7. More specific discussion of application
information is contained in Chapter 6, which covers detail of how the applications
implemented and measured for this research are implemented using OOSH.

4.2 Architecture
OOSH provides a starting point for implementing timestepped simulations, with
support for spatial decomposition and primitives for shared memory programming,
including cache-aligned and padded memory allocation, locks, barriers and process
creation.
This section describes the general model of timestepped simulations which OOSH
supports, followed by detail of the strategy used to implement the library.
4.2.1 Simulation Model
The model of a timestepped simulation on which OOSH is built is similar to that of a
number of applications in the Stanford SPLASH benchmarks [Singh et al. 1992b].
Since timestepped simulation is a fairly general model, principles explained here are
more generally applicable, but examples used here are drawn from SPLASH since it is
an accepted collection of benchmarks. For the same reason, SPLASH programs are
used in this research.
At the outer level, a loop iterates over timesteps, until sufficient timesteps have been
executed. At each timestep, the simulation state is recomputed. In practice, this usually
means that the entire data set is referenced each timestep. For a cache architecture, any
data set which is larger than the cache will sweep the caches—i.e., all data is likely to
be replaced at least once per timestep. Consequently, it is important to exploit any
locality which may be inherent in the simulation. Ideally, data needs only be brought
into the cache once per timestep if locality can be exploited to maximum benefit.
Some simulations only communicate data locally in the simulated space—which can
be used to achieve good memory reference locality in an implementation. For example,
in MP3D [McDonald and Baganoff 1988]—a particle-based wind tunnel simulation—
particles do not move far in one timestep. Particles carry all information which moves
through the simulation, so an implementation can be decomposed spatially, with the
effect that data movement from one processor to another is minimized. It is also
possible—as can be seen when earlier versions of MP3D are described in Chapter 6—
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to fail to exploit the inherent locality of the simulated space when implementing the
simulation. It is important to realize that locality in the simulated space and locality in
the program are different concepts; OOSH is aimed at making facilitating
implementation such that simulated space locality translates to good locality in the
program.
Locality in simulated space is often found in physical systems which can be
modeled as kinetic particles with short mean free paths, for example. In general,
physical systems can often be modeled using local interactions [Sproull and Phillips
1980]. One example of a useful application with such properties is simulation of
chemical vapour deposition (CVD), which is an important step in semiconductor
manufacturing [Dosanj 1995]. Another example—this time of an algorithm which may
be useful for simulations, rather than a physical system—which has a kind of “spacebased” locality is the successive over-relaxation method (SOR) for solving partial
differential equations, which has been shown to be possible to implement efficiently on
a cache-based architecture [Cheriton et al 1991a].
Some broad application domains in which problems may have suitable properties
for the OOSH model include exploration geophysics, modelling of complex radar
images and molecular dynamics. In all of these areas, communication, data structures
and work allocation are irregular in space, and therefore not easy to implement
efficiently using a simple array-based strategy, but communication tends to be relatively
localized [Camp et al. 1994].
In other simulations, information may be more globally shared. For example,
Barnes-Hut is an n-body gravitation simulation [Barnes and Hut 1986], and
recomputing the effects of gravitation requires global information. In this case, a spatial
decomposition strategy offers less potential for improvement than with MP3D.
However, Barnes-Hut does more computation per time-step per particle (or body) than
MP3D: Barnes-Hut is O(nlogn) per time step, whereas MP3D is O(n) per timestep.
Barnes-Hut’s larger amount of computation per timestep makes it less sensitive to
cache misses than MP3D, since a cache miss is amortized over more instructions.
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However, if the memory-processor gap continues to grow, even applications with
heavy computation may benefit from closer attention to exploiting locality. In the case
of Barnes-Hut, this would mean finding a new algorithm—or at very least, a new way
of hierarchically organizing space (the spatial hierarchy of Barnes-Hut is described in
section 5.4).
4.2.2 Architecture
There are two major strategies in implementation of reusable classes: loosely structured
libraries and application frameworks.
The Smalltalk–80 class library [Goldberg and Robson 1983] is a good example of a
loosely structured set of classes. The library supplies a wide range of abstract classes,
container classes and classes for specific purposes such as graphics and user interfaces.
At the opposite end of the scale, application frameworks such as those becoming
widely available on platforms such as Microsoft Windows and the Apple Macintosh
essentially provide a starting point for writing an application, in which the major flow
of control is prewritten, and derived classes have to be supplied to fill in applicationspecific behavior.
OOSH falls somewhere between the two extremes: although it is an application
framework, it does not define much detail of the structure of an application. It has a
fixed outer level flow of control once processes are launched, but very little detail is
predefined. The rationale for the OOSH design compromise is that a supplied high level
order of execution makes it easier to start programming from scratch, whereas
predefining too much detail would make it harder to retrofit applications to the library.
The flow of control in its default form is designed to dispatch units of work in a
spatially decomposed application. As is illustrated when application implementations are
described in Chapter 6, the framework is sufficiently flexible to support other
application structures.
Part of the spatial decomposition strategy is dividing work into units smaller than
the cache, to facilitate blocking. A natural unit of work for the application—which
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would typically correspond to a subdivision of simulation space—may be suitable for
this. However it may also be true that such a subdivision is too small to efficiently
schedule. For this reason, simulation space is divided into schedulable units, called
precincts and atomic units of work, called space units.
OOSH uses constructors and destructors extensively, following the example of
PRESTO [Bershad et al. 1988]. Some parallel constructs need to be called in pairs, for
example, launching and terminating processes, and locking and unlocking. These
constructs are implemented by declaration of a variable of a class designed for this
purpose. The compiler ensures that the constructor is called when the variable comes
into scope, and when it goes out of scope. This is most useful as it saves the
programmer from having to remember to put in the second half of the construct
whenever necessary (for example, at every return statement). In the event that greater
control is needed, the programmer still has the option of more explicitly deciding when
the constructor and destructor are called by using dynamic allocation. In this case, the
constructor is called when operator new is invoked, and the destructor when delete is
used to deallocate the object.
OOSH classes are grouped into several logical layers, following the practice of
Smalltalk–80. These layers provide an additional level of abstraction, and help the
programmer to distinguish classes which are meant to be hidden from those which may
be freely used. The layers are:
•

machine-dependent—classes not meant to be seen directly in applications

•

kernel—low-level functionality and primitives, built on the machine-dependent layer

•

higher-level—classes which are more specific to the application architecture.
The higher-level classes are further divided into the following groups of classes:

•

space—division of application space into units of work and per-processor data; the
smallest unit of space scheduled at once is a precinct (see 4.6 for more detail)

•

environment—initialization and interpretation of command-line arguments
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•

command—optional command interpreter
Following sections elaborate on the implementation strategy, starting with a

description of control flow, after which more detail of each layer is presented.
4.3 Control Flow
Flow of control in OOSH is based on the assumption that the application has been
spatially decomposed, and work is therefore allocated to each processor in the form of a
queue of precincts. This section provides an overview of the outermost level of control;
more detail of precincts and other aspects of spatial decomposition is provided when the
higher-level classes are discussed in section 4.6.
There is no predefined synchronization between or within timesteps; it is up to a
specific application to implement barriers or distributed synchronization at appropriate
points in its code.
Figure 4.1 contains pseudocode for the dispatch loop which is the outermost level
of control of an OOSH application—once the parallel part of the code has started. This
section contains a description of the major points of the dispatch loop. Once the overall
flow of control is understood, the context in which the other classes are used should
become clearer.
The major classes discussed in this section are
•

Process—contains

the state needed to launch a new process, but not application-

specific information; member functions include
—

dispatch

(a static member function*): which contains the main loop for scheduling

work
•

Proc_data—contains

a queue of precincts and application-specific information

which relates to a specific process; each application should derive a new class based
on Proc_data; member functions include

* A C++ static member function corresponds to a class method in Smalltalk–80: it can be called

without reference to a specific object.
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Process::dispatch (Process *owner)
Precinct *this_precinct;
boolean more_to_do, done_work;
Proc_data *mine = owner->get_processor_data();
Precinct_queue * my_precincts = mine->get_precincts
do
{ more_to_do = FALSE;
done_work = FALSE;
mine->get_load ();
for (∀ precinct ∈ my_precincts)
if (precinct->still_working ())
{ more_to_do = TRUE;
if (precinct->try_to_work (mine))
done_work = TRUE;
}
mine->step_final (more_to_do);
} while (more_to_do);
}

();

Figure 4.1 The Dispatch Loop

—

get_load:

if the application implements dynamic load balancing, get_load does

the necessary work (the detail is totally application-dependent: the default
implementation does nothing)
—

step_final:

any work which a specific process must do at the end of a timestep

after processing all its precincts
The outermost level of control is invoked by creating an object of class Process, n
times for a run on n processors. Only the first n-1 constructors for

Process

actually

create a new process, as the parent process is also used to do work. A total of n
processes then concurrently execute the dispatch loop, contained in the static member
function Process::dispatch. The function needs to be static so it can be passed to an
operating system process creation primitive if necessary (the detail depends on the
machine-specific implementation). Process::dispatch looks up its per-processor data
(in an object of a class derived from Proc_data) and finds its precinct queue.
Once initialized, dispatch goes into a loop in which it calls get_load on its private
data, then asks each of its precincts (see 4.6 below) to try to work. The function
get_load

by default does nothing; if an application is to do dynamic load balancing, it

must define its own

get_load

in its class derived from

Proc_data.

The loop repeats

until all precincts report that they have completed all their work. For applications
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implemented in this research, one pass over all precincts corresponds to a simulation
timestep.
C++-like pseudo code for dispatch is given in figure 4.1.
Each of

try_to_work , get_load

and

step_final

have predefined defaults: the

latter two default to doing nothing, and have to be defined for a specific application as
needed. The default implementation of

try_to_work

(which can also be replaced) is

described in section 4.6. An application can be built on the OOSH framework if it fits it
closely—or effectively sidestep it, by doing all its work in only one or two of the
get_load, try_to_work

or step_final phases. These variations are illustrated in the

next chapter, where implementation of specific applications is described.
OOSH is designed on the assumption that new classes will not be derived from
Process .

The constructor for

Process

launches and starts executing a new process.

Since constructors of a parent (base) classes are executed first, a class derived from
Process

would not have its own constructor executed until after execution of the new

process has terminated. If a specialization of processor-specific data or functions is
required, the correct place to implement this specialization is in a class derived from
Proc_data .

4.4 Machine-Dependent Classes
The innermost layer of the classes is in a machine-specific file which implements
classes:
•

Synch_info

•

MP_info

(internal data and code for implementing barriers)

(determine number of processors, pin a process to a specific processor

and determine page size)
•

Lock_info

(internal data for locks and code for locking and unlocking)

•

Machine_process

(launch processes, wait for other processes to terminate, allocate

and clean up shared memory, report how much shared memory allocated)
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•

Timing

(subtract another time from this, return seconds, return microseconds, set

time from system clock: in UNIX, subclassed from timeval struct)
These classes are designed to be easy to implement on top of typical UNIX shared
memory primitives. On a Silicon Graphics system, for example, the file

sgi.C

implementing these classes is only about 240 lines. Silicon Graphics allows the
launching of processes in the same address space using the

sproc

system call, and

standard C++ memory allocators work without modification if an application is linked
using the standard library for multiprocessor applications. Other architectures may
require more work on shared memory allocation, but most of the other features should
be easy to implement using standard system calls.
Care has been taken to restrict machine-specific code in OOSH to this specific layer.
4.5 Kernel Classes
The kernel classes are the layer of abstraction isolating machine-dependent classes from
the rest of the code. Kernel classes are mostly used as building blocks for other classes.
The top of the class hierarchy is the class Object, which is an abstract class used to
define common behaviour for most other classes including error handling and low level
allocators. There are two other classes used respectively for constructing free lists and
allocating memory a page at a time:

Free_objects

and

Free_page .

Allocation of

memory a page at a time is implemented to support potential future work on program
structuring for efficient TLB usage (see 8.2.1).
Queues are implemented on top of class Queue (the head of the queue and iterators
over elements); objects that can be queued are derived from Queued_object.
Class

Synch_data

presents an application-level interface to

Synch_info

(the

machine-dependent class, which contains state identifying a specific barrier). Process
is the application-level view of the class

Machine_process ,

while

Lock_data

is the

application-level view of Lock_info.
Locks and barriers are implemented by conceptually similar mechanisms. A lock or
barrier is identified by a specific object which maintains its state (class Lock_data or
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if
{

(*insert_pos==NULL)
Lock

//still
if

if(*insert_pos==NULL)

insert_lock(lock_data);

{

NULL?

/* still NULL? */

(*insert_pos==NULL)

if

{ *insert_pos = this;
return;

LOCK(CellLock);

(*insert_pos==NULL)

{ *insert_pos = p;

// (1)

flag=FALSE;

}

}

// (2)

UNLOCK(CellLock);

}

}

if ( xxxx ) { …

if (flag && ( xxxx )) { …

(a) OOSH approach

(b) SPLASH approach

Figure 4.2 OOSH vs. SPLASH Locks
from Barnes-Hut code; detail left out—the OOSH version releases the lock at (1) or (2) and relies on
the compiler to release the lock in the destructor for the Lock object; on the other hand, in the
SPLASH code, the programmer must contrive code to be sure the lock is unlocked exactly once and
under the right conditions
Synch_data,

respectively). A lock is held for the lifetime of a variable of class

Lock,

which is given a pointer to a specific Lock_data object, for example:
{

Lock error_region (output_lock);
cerr << error_message << flush;

}

The same lock can be used somewhere else:
{

Lock debug_region (output_lock);
cerr << debug_message << flush;

}

When the close of scope of a variable of class

Lock

is reached, the destructor is

called. The constructor for Lock acquires the lock identified by the Lock_data pointer
sent to it as an argument and saves a copy of the pointer in the new object of class
Lock.

The destructor for Lock releases the lock. Note that in each case, a local variable

is being defined, and has to be given a name (error_region and debug_region in the
two lock examples). Although the local name is not used anywhere else, such a variable
does have to be given a name. Otherwise, the compiler is free to treat it as a temporary,
and call the destructor immediately, instead of waiting for the name to go out of scope
[Ellis and Stroustrup 1990, p 268].
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The lock construct has the advantage that it is relatively easy to use, and it is not
possible to forget to release a lock. For example, code in the SPLASH version of
Barnes-Hut uses complicated logic with a flag to determine which code should be
executed in the loop which inserts a body into the octree, as well as whether to
terminate the loop. The OOSH version of the code uses a return statement at the point
the body has been inserted, and relies on the C++ compiler to release the lock by calling
the destructor.
As an example, the two approaches are given in figure 4.2, which contains code
from Barnes-Hut, with detail left out, to illustrate the principle. In 4.2a, the OOSH
version, the lock is released either when the destructor is called at the return (labelled
“(1)”) —or at the exit of scope of the Lock variable (at the comment labelled “(2)”). In
4.2b, the SPLASH version, explicit LOCK and UNLOCK macros are used, and the logic to
ensure that UNLOCK is correctly used is comparatively complicated.
To avoid having the untidy situation of more than one
LOCK,

UNLOCK

macro for a single

the SPLASH implementers chose to set a flag inside the inner if statement. The

flag can then be tested at later points in the loop to ensure that no further execution
occurs. If the SPLASH coders had instead chosen to use a

return

statement at the

point where no further work is required, they would have had to remember to put an
UNLOCK

in two places, which requires careful reading by the programmer to be sure that

the construct is correct.
Barriers are implemented roughly the same way as locks. A barrier has no concept
of opening and closing, but to allow for the possibility of absorbing minor load
imbalances between phases of a timestep, barriers are implemented in OOSH with two
phases: announcing arrival at the barrier, and waiting for all other processes to
announce their arrival at the barrier. These two phases are also implemented using
constructors and destructors. In principle it is possible to put code which is not
dependent on synchronization between these two parts of the barrier. Usage of a barrier
looks like this:
{

Delayed_synch wait_name (delay_name);
// can insert code not dependent on synchronizing here
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}

where

delay_name

is a pointer to a

Synch_data

object, and

wait_name

is a local

name. As with locks, the local name is essential to prevent the destructor from being
called prematurely, but can also be useful for identifying this synchronization point to
the human reader of the code.
If no code is inserted inside the scope of a Delayed_synch, the effect is the same as
a conventional barrier.
One other group of classes of general use is

Array1D , Array2D

and

Array3D ,

which respectively implement arrays of 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. These array classes can
store pointers to any descendant of class

Object

and their size can be dynamically

determined when they are constructed. Their major advantage over conventional arrays
is dynamic size determination. In principle, the same effect can be achieved in C by
implementing multi-dimensional arrays as arrays of pointers [Kernighan and Richie
1978]. Classes which redefine the array indexing operator allow redefined indexing to
be done more transparently.
4.6 Higher-Level Classes
The remaining three layers of OOSH are space, environment and command. These
classes are more likely to be specialized by inheritance for a specific the application than
the kernel classes.
Only the space classes—which implement a hierarchical division of space into units
of work—are described in detail, as the other classes are incidental to understanding the
architecture of OOSH. The class described in some detail here are:
•

Precinct—the

smallest unit that can be scheduled or used in load balancing; if

object-blocking is possible, the precinct is the unit to be blocked: the major function
implemented in a precinct is asking space units to work
•

Space_unit—an

atomic unit of work in terms of application semantics: a specific

application must at least implement the do_work function for a space unit
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boolean Precinct::try_to_work (Proc_data *processor_data)
{ Space_unit *current;
boolean work_done = FALSE;
while (can_work ()) // application must define can_work ()
{ work_done = TRUE;
for (∀ unit ∈ space_units)
unit->do_work (processor_data);
step_final ();
}
return work_done;
}

Figure 4.3 Default Per-Precinct Work

•

Proc_data—data

specific to a process, including a queue of precincts: the major

function which must be implemented for this class is get_load, to do load
allocation
Division into precincts and space units is convenient because in some applications,
it may be natural to break the problem down into smaller units of work than would not
be too small to schedule efficiently. Such smaller units of work would then be space
units, and they would be grouped together to form precincts.
A precinct is an important part of an OOSH application. Its size should be chosen
carefully, in terms of the amount of work it represents. To block the algorithm for a
specific cache size, a precinct should not reference more data than will fit in the cache.
At the same time, to avoid making process dispatch overhead too large, a precinct
should not be smaller than it needs to be. Choosing an appropriate size for a precinct is
highly dependent on characteristics of a specific application and machine.
Precincts define one more level of predefined control: each precinct has a member
function

try_to_work

which is invoked from

Process::dispatch.

Unlike

dispatch,

however, try_to_work can be completely replaced in an application (recall

from the discussion in section 4.3 that new classes should not be derived from
Process).

Pseudocode for

try_to_work

is given in figure 4.3.

Data private to a processor is stored in an object of a class derived from Proc_data.
In section 4.3, the difference between the purpose of

Proc_data

an class

Process

is

explained.
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#include
#include
#include
#include

"Space.h"
"Environment.h"
"Command.h"
"Kernel.inl"

void main (int argc, char *argv[])
{ Simulation_environment min_env (argc, argv, "");
Command::init_commands ();
const int num_procs = Environment_object::get_num_procs ();
Process ** processes = new Process* [num_procs];
Proc_data ** proc_data = new Proc_data* [num_procs];
for (int i = 0; i < num_procs; i++)
proc_data[i] = new Proc_data (num_procs, i);
for (i = 1; i < num_procs; i++)
processes[i] = new Process (i, &min_env, proc_data[i]);
// proc 0 runs on this processor - launch last
processes[0] = new Process (0, &min_env, proc_data[0]);
for (i = 0; i < num_procs; i++)
delete processes[i];
}

Figure 4.4 Minimal Application

Class

Proc_data

in its predefined form includes the list of precincts owned by a

processor, and member function

get_load

to do load allocation. Using

Proc_data

to

do load allocation is natural because precincts and space units will not necessarily
belong to the same processor after load is reallocated. It therefore does not make sense
to use a precinct or a space unit of them as a container for load for a specific processor.
Environment classes initialize space and the kernel classes, and interpret command
line arguments.
Command classes are optional: they are used to implement a simple command
interpreter for applications that are interactively driven.
4.7 Application Implementation Issues
To implement a completely new application, one way of starting would be to do a trivial
application in which no derived classes are defined, and build from there by defining
classes specific to the application.
A minimal main program is illustrated in figure 4.4. This is a complete program
(when linked to OOSH) which launches the number of processes given in the command
line and terminates each after discovering that there are no precincts in the processor’s
queue.
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To turn OOSH classes into a full application, classes would have to be defined for
application-specific precincts, space units, simulation environment and per-processor
data—and any other classes relevant to the application.
The steps required for porting an existing application to OOSH depend on how
closely the application structure corresponds to the library’s flow of control. One
approach is to start with the real-world problem being solved, and identify objects using
an object-oriented design methodology [Booch 1991]. This would work to the extent
that the goal of spatial decomposition was observed; otherwise fitting the resulting
design to OOSH could be difficult. Rather than a classic object-oriented design strategy,
it might be better to start with attempting to identify space units and precincts in the realworld problem. A possible view of the benefit of starting with OOSH rather than
programming from scratch is that OOSH provides a start towards an object-oriented
design.
A key factor, once the major objects have been identified, is identifying shared and
non-shared data, and ensuring that data is grouped into padded and aligned objects to
avoid false sharing. Working towards fitting real-world objects to OOSH classes would
be a helpful strategy, since this strategy would be a short cut to both producing an
object-oriented design and matching the design to OOSH. Another important aspect of
the design is attempting to decompose the real-world space in such a way that
interactions are local as far as possible, which would fit the OOSH emphasis on spatial
decomposition with minimal communication. Again, relating real-world objects to
OOSH classes as soon as possible would probably facilitate the process described here.
Identification of the spatial decomposition should also lead to defining the outer
level control flow of the code. Once a decision has been made as to how the
application’s outer level of control maps on to the OOSH library, earlier decisions as to
which objects are best represented as precincts, space units etc. can be validated—and
possibly altered.
If a spatial decomposition can be found, units of work can be grouped into
precincts, the size of which should be kept flexible, to allow for blocking to different
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cache sizes. Even if spatial decomposition cannot be carried as far as identifying units
of work with purely local interactions, precincts can still be used as the unit of
dispatching work, and should be defined in any implementation.
As part of the process of identifying precincts, any opportunities for blocking
should be sought. If blocking avoids the alternative of many references to data across
widely spaced points in a time step, it is likely to result in a major improvement.
If the code is being ported to OOSH from existing shared-memory multiprocessor
code, attention also has to be paid to whether it relies on

fork

semantics. If it does,

global variables that are assumed to be copied to each process have to be moved to the
per-process data (derived from OOSH class Proc_data).
Once all these decisions have been taken, the final step before coding is to decide on
the trade-off between maximizing the benefit of using OOSH, versus minimal change to
the original code. The trade-off can be quantified with the aid of profiling tools such as
are typically found on UNIX systems—or performance visualization tools such as
Chiron [Goosen et al. 1993]—which can give an indication as to the potential for
improvement of the original code.
In some cases, if an existing well-optimized application is being ported to OOSH,
major restructuring will not be worth the effort. In others, where the original application
has poor cache behaviour, a major restructuring will be worthwhile. When an
application is being coded from scratch, this trade-off does not apply. In some cases a
spatial decomposition may be easy to achieve. In other cases, it may not be worth the
effort to find a spatial decomposition, because the amount of computation in relation to
cache misses is high enough for cache misses to be insignificant. The definition of a
“high” amount of communication relative to cache misses depends on the characteristics
of available machines: as the memory-processor speed gap widens, applications
previously considered high in computation in relation to misses may become candidates
for implementation using OOSH.
Chapter 5, which explains the choice of applications used to measure performance,
takes points raised in this section into account.
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5.

Choice Of Applications

5.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the reasons for selecting each application, including both issues
most relevant to the goals of the research, and more general reasons for choosing
applications to measure.
The OOSH library is primarily designed to facilitate spatial decomposition as a
strategy for reducing cache misses. It is therefore important that it be used to implement
at least one program which naturally fits this model. At the same time, it is useful to
investigate generality of OOSH by implementing at least one program which does not fit
the model as well. In this way it is possible to quantify the benefits of OOSH both on a
program to which it is well suited, as well as on one which may take extra work to
convert to a spatial decomposition.
A starting point of this research is that it should be applicable to real-world
problems potentially of interest to either large numbers of people, or to those spending
large sums of money on expensive solutions such as traditional supercomputers. Each
application implemented has to exactly fit these criteria, as long as it is similar to others
that do and can be used as an archetype for such problems. The choice of applications is
also influenced by the need to produce results comparable with other research.
Simulations of large-scale real-world phenomena are generally challenging
problems which require large amounts of computation, so this is a useful class of
application to support both because many such problems are widely useful and because
they usually require expensive supercomputers to solve effectively.
The broad class of simulations can further be broken down into discrete event
simulations and timestepped simulations. Given the major differences in flow of control
between these two styles of simulation, it is not realistic to attempt to build a relatively
simple library such as OOSH that will support both.

The widely used Stanford SPLASH benchmarks for shared-memory multiprocessors [Singh et al. 1992b]* include a number of timestepped simulations. Consequently,
timestepped simulations are an obvious choice in order to obtain results comparable to
other published work.
This chapter goes on to establish more specific criteria for choosing applications, in
section 5.2. These criteria are based on the need to test the generality of the research, as
well as to exercise OOSH on a range of different styles of application.
Reasons for selecting each of three application are presented by relating the
applications to the criteria, in sections 5.3 to 5.5. Where relevant, history of each
application is presented to add depth to justifying its selection. Presentation of more
detail of each application is deferred to Chapter 6, where implementation is described.
The chapter concludes with a summary in section 5.6 of the characteristics of each
application, and relates them to the selection criteria.
5.2 Criteria
The OOSH library is mainly designed for time-stepped simulations in which a spatial
decomposition can be found. However some generality is desirable, given the potential
for reuse of object-oriented code.
Consequently, measurement of some diversity of style of application is desirable.
On the other hand, some limit has to be placed on the style of application that is
supported. In general, the OOSH framework does not specifically require that a
program constructed on it be a time-stepped simulation, or that it be decomposed
spatially. However, any application which does not fit the description of a spatially
decomposed time-stepped simulation does not use all the features provided by the
library.
The following criteria are used in selecting applications, with the aim of covering a
range of variations from most likely to benefit from OOSH to least likely:

* The Barnes-Hut application is not in the published SPLASH report: it is however documented in the

latest version of the report at the ftp site www.flash.stanford.edu.
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1. locality of data accesses—at least one application should mainly reference a small
part of the overall data set in a specific part of the computation, and another should
use a large part of the data set to recompute local state; good locality fits the spatial
decomposition strategy of this research well—especially the potential to exploit
object blocking—whereas the other case does not
2. style of synchronization—global versus local—at least one program is included that
only requires synchronization between nearest neighbours (except at start, finish
and load balance time), and at least one which requires global synchronization per
time step; the first case fits the OOSH model of distributed synchronization well; the
latter is more suited to barriers
3. complexity of data structures and algorithms—at least one application should have
data which is natural to implement as objects, possibly with complex algorithms
including recursion; another should be more natural to program using arrays and
algorithms which could be programmed easily in a language like FORTRAN, to
cover a good fit and a poor fit to the object-oriented strategy of OOSH
Time-stepped simulations covering these criteria are to be found in the SPLASH
benchmarks. In addition to taking the above criteria into account, the three applications
are intended to cover the following variations:
•

one which is a good fit to OOSH, but which has poor performance in the SPLASH
version (MP3D)

•

one which is a well optimized application from SPLASH but is harder to fit to
OOSH (Barnes-Hut)

•

one which is representative of dusty decks or legacy code in that it is relatively
straightforward FORTRAN-style array code, which is a poor fit to OOSH (Water)
The following three sections describe each of the three applications used in

measurement, in turn.
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5.3 MP3D
MP3D is a particle-based simulation of a wind tunnel. It is chosen to illustrate both
spatial decomposition and local synchronization. It is a relatively simple program in
terms of algorithms and data structures, but does have obvious candidates for
implementation as objects (particles and cells, for example).
MP3D only requires local communication. Space is divided into unit cubes called
cells, and particles move through space with velocity such that they never move more
than one cell length in a timestep. Consequently, cells need only communicate with
nearest neighbours to decide if they can move to the next timestep.
It is possible to do all processing of each particle to update its state for a new
timestep before communication is necessary. It is therefore possible to block the
application, so that all processing for a given timestep for a given cell is done at once. A
cell is a small unit of work to schedule at once, so cells are grouped into precincts. The
actual size of a precinct is determined by the cache size of a specific machine on which
MP3D is run, and the likely number of particles per cell for a specific wind tunnel
example. If the precinct size is made larger, scheduling overhead lower is reduced, but
if it is made too large, the effect of blocking is lost. A smaller precinct size also makes it
easier to allocate load accurately, so choice of precinct size is non-trivial.
Since a particle is only referenced at two phases of a time step (moving and
collision), blocking should not be a major win. However, it is worth implementing as
part of this research, to measure how big an effect it is.
In addition, since only local communication is needed, minor load imbalances can
be absorbed by allowing a region of space to advance as long as it does not do more
than one step while waiting for its neighbours. This is an example of the value of
distributed synchronization, and is illustrated in figure 5.1.
A precinct can be left a step behind all of its neighbours, which then have to wait
until it catches up. The tardy precinct can be processed twice to catch up, further
exploiting blocking.
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y

time

x

Figure 5.1 Effect of Local Synchronization
parts of space can advance a step ahead of nearest neighbours
(darker shading is used to show space further advanced in times)

Since many details of MP3D have been improved, it is useful to compare MP3D
against 2 earlier versions with different degrees of optimization for a cache-based
architecture.
MP3D has been the subject of a restructuring study which provided the starting
point for this research [Cheriton et al. 1991b], and has also been modified by others
who have used it as a benchmark [Hagersten et al. 1992]. The earliest version of MP3D
used in this research is poorly structured because it was derived from code for a vector
machine [McDonald and Baganoff 1988]. More detail of problems with the original
MP3D is presented in section 6.2.1.
5.4 Barnes-Hut
Barnes-Hut has both complex data structures and algorithms. It requires global
synchronization several times each timestep. It is a good candidate for an objectoriented implementation, but its synchronization and communication pattern is not a
good fit to OOSH. However, the fact that it uses fewer features of OOSH than MP3D
makes it useful as a basis for evaluating specific features of the library (i.e., there are
fewer variables in comparing the OOSH version with the original SPLASH version).
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The original C code relies heavily on type casts and checking of flags to implement
and differentiate between similar data structures—a style of code which translates
naturally to object-oriented code. A different derived class is used for the each variant;
dynamic dispatch using virtual functions (method invocation) replaces checking flags.
Although the SPLASH code has parts that are object-oriented in style, the code as a
whole is not particularly cleanly structured, and makes extensive use of global
variables. Some non-obvious code is a result of optimizations. For example, when a
body’s position in space is recomputed (once per time step), the new result is computed
in a global variable to avoid cache invalidations as other processors use other parts of
the body’s data to compute the position of other bodies. It would be easy to tidy the
code up in the SPLASH version, as was done in the OOSH version. Something that
would be more difficult to tidy up in the SPLASH version is the extensive use of type
casts of pointers, based on the value of a flag. This kind of code is much more readable
in an object-oriented form, where the C++ virtual function mechanism is used to
execute the correct code depending on the type of object a pointer currently points to.
The major data structure is an octree (a tree with up to 8 descendants at each interior
node). Interior nodes represent regions in space, and leaves represent bodies. An n–
body gravitation computation requires computation of gravitation between all pairs of
bodies. However the Barnes-Hut algorithm reduces computation by treating groups of
bodies further than some cut-off distance from a given body as a single point mass. The
algorithm improves the complexity from the more obvious O (n 2) to O (nlogn) per
timestep [Barnes and Hut 1986]. Interior nodes of the tree are similar to bodies, when
they are used as point masses in the approximation. It is the similarity between bodies
and interior nodes that is an obvious candidate for inheritance (i.e., derived classes
from a common base class).
Figure 5.2 illustrates how bodies in 2-dimensional space can be represented using a
quadtree. An octree is similar, though it requires eight branches in an interior node to
represent 3-dimensional space in the same way. Each interior node (called a cell)
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space

quadtree: leaf=body, interior node=cell

Figure 5.2 Quadtree Representation of Space
3-dimensional space is presented in the same way using an octree

divides space in half in each dimension, and also contains centre of mass data
representing all bodies below it in the tree. Bodies are represented as leaves of the tree.
Gravity computation is done using a recursive tree traversal.
The SPLASH code includes a relatively complex optional load balancing strategy,
orthogonal regional bisection (ORB). ORB divides space into regions of equal cost
recursively, using another tree. Cost is measured by counting the number of
interactions for each body.
However, the ORB strategy does not give an appreciable advantage over dividing
space using the simpler strategy of dividing the octree into equal costzones. A costzone
is a group of bodies contiguous in the leaves of the tree, which have a processor’s share
of the overall cost. The drawback of the costzones strategy is that it is possible that
adjacent leaves in a tree are not adjacent in space, leading to a processor not processing
bodies as close as possible in space. While ORB overcomes this problem, it introduces
extra overhead which cancels out the gain [Singh et al. 1992a].
Since it does not appear to be worth the effort required to implement it, the ORB
strategy is not used in the OOSH version. Implementation would be fairly
straightforward, based on the SPLASH code.
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5.5 Water
Water is simple algorithmically and does not have complex data structures. It also
requires repeated global synchronization between phases of each timestep. The original
program was written in FORTRAN and ported to C. Although some changes to data
structures have been made, the code is still rather FORTRAN-like. For example, short
variable names are used, and most separately compiled files contain a single large
function corresponding to a FORTRAN subroutine.
The program computes forces and potentials inside a system of water molecules.
The computation is done over timesteps until steady state. Each time step requires
setting up and solving Newtonian equations of motion. One phase of the timestep loop,
computing inter-molecular forces, is O(n2) and dominates execution time as the other
phases are O(n). The computation on a specific molecule requires information from half
of the other molecules in the simulation [Singh et al. 1992b].
Since the other two programs cover the other selection criteria adequately, the
OOSH version of Water does not exercise the library significantly, and is used as an
example of how minimal use of the object-oriented features may be used to quickly port
code to OOSH. It is also used as a basis for a rough estimate of the overhead of using
the library without any attempt at optimization or use of its performance enhancement
features, not even padding and aligning to cache blocks.
5.6 Summary
Although three applications cannot be expected to cover the entire field of variations on
styles of application, the chosen applications fit the criteria for selection.
MP3D has potential for spatial decomposition, whereas Barnes-Hut does not have
an obvious spatial decomposition. Water has some spatial locality, but less than MP3D.
MP3D only requires local synchronization, whereas the other two applications
require global synchronization.
Both MP3D and Water have fairly simple data structures which, in the original
implementations, were implemented as arrays of floating point numbers. MP3D is used
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to illustrate the potential of OOSH for reimplementation using spatial decomposition,
distributed synchronization and padded and aligned objects. Water is used to illustrate
the overhead of OOSH on code in which no improvements have been made. BarnesHut on the other hand has complex data structures, which are easier to understand when
implemented using classes and inheritance than in their original C form.
MP3D and Water both have relatively simple control logic. Barnes-Hut, on the
other hand, has recursive tree traversals for gravitation computation and load allocation.
These three applications therefore exercise the library over a range of variations on
complexity of implementation. They also provide data points for the value of the library
according to how well the style of a specific application fits its programming model.
While other applications may have significantly different characteristics, the chosen
applications illustrate that OOSH is reasonably general in its applicability.
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6.

Application Implementations

6.1 Introduction
The three applications involve significantly different OOSH implementation strategies,
reflecting the goal of evaluating the generality of OOSH—and the fact that they
represent different degrees of fit to the OOSH programming model.
MP3D is substantially rewritten from the original shared-memory code, Barnes-Hut
is a complete rewrite but with essentially the same order of execution as the SPLASH
version, and Water is changed as little as possible. The MP3D rewrite reflects the fact
that earlier versions of MP3D had poor spatial decomposition, which is reflected in their
poor cache behaviour (as can be seen in Chapter 7). Barnes-Hut on the other hand has
reasonably good cache behaviour in its SPLASH implementation, and is therefore a less
clear target for a complete rewrite.
This chapter presents the strategies for implementation of each application in turn, in
sections 6.2 to 6.4. For each application, its original structure and structure in its final
form as implemented for OOSH are presented, followed by an estimate of the amount
of work required for each approach to implementation. These estimates are intended to
guide others considering using OOSH.
After each application is described, the chapter concludes with section 6.5,
containing a summary of findings on experience with implementation of applications
using OOSH.
6.2 MP3D
MP3D is a particle-based wind tunnel simulation. A rectangular box represents the wind
tunnel, with some geometry of interest placed in it. Space is divided into unit cubes
called cells. A cell is used as the smallest unit of space for measurement of simulation
properties, and for detecting particle-particle collisions.
Each timestep of the simulation proceeds through the following phases:

1. move—move particles according to their velocity
2. boundary—adjust velocity of bodies that have hit the walls or the object in the wind
tunnel according to boundary conditions and move particle back into free space
3. collide—decide if a collision occurs for each randomly selected pair in each cell and
adjust velocity, conserving momentum
A full search of potential collision partners would be O(n2) per time step. Instead,
randomly pairing particles within a cell and using a decision function to decide whether
they should collide makes each time step O(n) [McDonald and Baganoff 1988].
6.2.1 Original Structure
MP3D in its original form (labelled in earlier work as MP3D–0 [Cheriton at al. 1991b,
1993]) is a classic central work pool style shared memory parallel program, without
much change in data structures from the original Cray implementation.
Each timestep, the following steps are performed:
1. move particles
2. boundary collisions: move particles back into free space
3. do collisions with other particles based on decision function within cells
4. add new particles to replace those that left the wind tunnel and to maintain flow
5. update the reservoir (used to generate random numbers for collisions and generating
new particles)
Different phases are separated by barriers.
Each attribute of a particle is represented in a separate array (for example, the
particles’ x co-ordinates are stored in an array called x; the y co-ordinates in an array
called y, etc.). This organization causes a high degree of false sharing. In addition, the
particles have no processor affinity: each processor contends for the next index into the
particle arrays, with a high probability that a given particle will not be processed by the
same processor twice in succession, even within different phases of a single timestep.
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particle array

chunks owned by
processor 0

chunks owned by
processor 1

Figure 6.1 MP3D–SPLASH Particle Organization
illustrated here for 2 processors

Collision pairing is done by checking a pointer in an array of cells. If the pointer is
null, the particle is inserted into the cell. If the pointer is not null, the particle found
through the pointer is a candidate for collision and the collision decision rule is used to
decide if it should be collided. After this step, the cell’s particle pointer is reset to
null. The strategy is designed to randomize the selection of collision partners.

MP3D–0, as a result of its particle data structures and collision handling, has poor
cache behaviour, which is also reflected in poor performance on a real machine (see
section 7.3.2). Simulations of the ParaDiGM architecture show that it has a miss ratio
of 30% (of references to shared data) or more, depending on cache block size. The
figure increases steadily as the block size increases: for a 128-byte block, the ratio is
46% [Cheriton at al. 1991b]. Some detail of work on restructuring MP3D which
formed the basis of this work is presented in Appendix A.
The SPLASH version of MP3D replaces the particle arrays by an single array of C
structs,

which is partitioned into chunks, each of which is intended to be an integral

number of cache blocks in size.
Each processor moves chunks, as is illustrated in figure 6.1. However, collision
pairing is still done using an array of cells. The new organization reduces cache misses
in the move phase, but does nothing to reduce misses for the collision phase. Another
improvement on MP3D–0 is that each processor can identify its chunks of particles
using a local counter, eliminating the need for contending for a shared counter in the
move phase.
The SPLASH implementation is not blocked: the order in which particles are
processed depends on where they fall in the particle arrays, which is unrelated to
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locality in the simulation space. Consequently, the gain in locality in chunking the
arrays does not result in any improvement in locality in selection of collision partners
and in updating cell data, which is done every time a particle is moved.
6.2.2 OOSH Implementation
The OOSH implementation is designed to maximize processor affinity, while using the
library’s padded and aligned allocators to eliminate false sharing.
Processor affinity is achieved at the expense of both more complex load balancing,
and explicit randomization of collision partners.
Space is divided into precincts, rectangular regions of fixed size. Each precinct is
the minimum unit of work allocation, rather than a particle (as in MP3D–0).
Taking advantage of the need to synchronize with space no more than one cell away
from a given cell, distributed synchronization is used. Distributed synchronization relies
on comparing local clocks in adjacent precincts to see if a given precinct can move,
rather than using a global barrier. In some circumstances, it is possible for a precinct to
move 2 timesteps at a time, if precinct p did not move at timestep i, but all its
neighbours did. Its neighbours now cannot move until precinct p has moved. However,
since they are all now one timestep ahead, p can move for 2 steps. Distributed
synchronization has two major advantages:
•

short-term load imbalance, such as may occur between phases of a timestep, can be
absorbed

•

memory accesses to determine whether a processor may proceed are distributed
over a number of different data structures (the neighbour holding up each precinct
which may not proceed), which removes the problem of a hot spots associated with
spinning on a global synchronization variable [Mellor-Crumney and Scott 1991]
Figure 5.1 in Section 5.3 illustrates how distributed synchronization can allow part

of the simulation to be ahead of other parts.
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Precinct
space_units

M_precinct
boolean still_working ()

neighbours
local_clock
Space_unit

M_cell
do_work ()

particles
library classes

M_wall_cell
boundary_interact ()

application classes

Figure 6.2 Derivation of Major MP3D Classes from OOSH
showing major new function and data members

MP3D precincts are implemented as OOSH precincts with the addition of neighbour
lists for distributed synchronization. Each precinct has a queue of space units, and each
space unit has a queue of particles, which are implemented on top of queued objects.
Cells are implemented as space units, with boundary cells derived from cells to
implement different behaviour for boundary conditions.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the relationship between MP3D classes and OOSH classes.
In addition to those illustrated, the Array3D class is used to look up precincts and
cells. Given floating-point particle co-ordinates, the cell in which the particle belongs is
found by truncating the co-ordinates and using the resulting integers as indices into the
cell array. Similarly, precincts are looked up using a precinct array, with indices scaled
from the range of cell indices to the range of precinct indices.
Each precinct’s work consists of checking if its neighbours have all advanced
enough for it to continue. If they have the precinct processes each of its cells. Each cell
in turn moves and collides its particles. A given precinct processes its cells as many
times as possible. If it has dropped a step behind, it can process its cells twice, as
described earlier in this section.
MP3D is relatively slow to change its pattern of work (particles on average stay in
the same cell for three time steps), so load balancing is not done every timestep in the
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call to get_load. Instead, it is only done once at the start of each run. Unlike the other
examples, MP3D has a simple command interpreter, with commands such as advance n
steps, print a report, and quit. Consequently, a long run can easily be divided into
stages, before each of which load is reallocated. Other work on MP3D suggests that
doing a load balance every 100 steps may be sufficient [McDonald 1991].
The per-precinct part of the
step_final

dispatch

loop,

try_to_work,

is not. Work on each cell is dispatched if an

M_precinct ’s can_work

function returns true. To determine if a precinct can work,
precinct’s

local_clock

is used, but

can_work

checks if the

is before the global stop time, and that none of the precinct’s

nearest neighbours is behind. If all these conditions are met, all the precinct’s cells do
their work for the timestep.
A complication resulting from the processor affinity of MP3D–OOSH is that particle
collision partner selection has to be explicitly randomized. MP3D–0 relies on random
allocation of particles to processors; with particles in a queue which is accessed by one
processor, implicit randomization no longer occurs. Explicit randomization adds
significant overhead: before collisions are performed the particle queue is ordered using
a table of random numbers.
6.2.3 Amount of Work
It is difficult to accurately quantify the effort needed to convert MP3D to OOSH since it
was the first application worked on and effort required to design the library is hard to
factor out. Given the library and the same access to the original implementer, a similar
application could probably be rewritten in about 6 months of intensive effort.
Access to the original implementer was essential for two reasons:
1. the code is nondeterministic—the order of particle collision is random and depends
on a deliberate race condition—so help was needed in testing output (testing could
not be done by a simple comparison of numbers from the previous version)
2. parts of the code were obscure; it wasn’t clear if non-obvious features were bugs
(some bugs were in fact found)
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The time put into MP3D was approximately 2 years, but much of that time was
spent on work that need not be repeated, such as exploring the possibility of using the
optimistic model of simulation [Machanick 1992], and investigating how best to use
C++.
6.3 Barnes-Hut
6.3.1 Original Structure
Each timestep of the original Barnes-Hut is divided into 6 major phases, with barriers to
synchronize between the phases:
1. load bodies into tree (each cell uses a lock drawn from a pool stored in a lock array
so this can be done in parallel)
2. find centre of mass moving up the tree
3. allocate load based on estimate of work done on each body last timestep
4. compute forces (most of execution time)
5. advance bodies’ positions and velocities
6. compute global constants and do optional output
The major data structures of interest in the SPLASH version of Barnes-Hut are C
structs node, body

and cell. A node is conceptually an abstract type, used only for a

pointer the type of which is resolved dynamically by looking up a type field. A node
pointer can point to either a body (leaf) or a cell (interior node of tree).
Bodies and cells, though accessed mainly through pointers, are allocated in arrays
to make load allocation and initialization between timesteps simpler.
6.3.2 OOSH Implementation
In the OOSH implementation of Barnes-Hut, a node class is derived from the OOSH
space unit class, and bodies and cells are both derived from cells. Where the SPLASH
version uses a flag to differentiate node types during gravitation computation, the
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B_cell
Space_unit

do_work ()
accum_grav

B_node
mass,type, pos

B_body
do_work ()
accum_grav

library classes

application classes

Figure 6.3 Derivation of Major Barnes-Hut classes from OOSH
showing major new function and data members

OOSH version uses dynamic dispatch of virtual functions which differ between cells
and bodies.
Although a

B_precinct

class is defined, there is only one instance per processor,

since a coarser grain of load allocation than a body is not needed in this application.
Since global synchronization is needed, barriers are retained.
The biggest conceptual change from the SPLASH implementation is implementing
bodies and cells as separately allocated objects rather than as an array, to facilitate
padding and aligning. Some of the initialization code, as well as load allocation, is
slightly more complex than the SPLASH version.
The major classes are illustrated in figure 6.3.
The dispatch loop is fully used in Barnes-Hut. The call to get_load divides load
up according to the costzones strategy (see section 5.4), the processor’s precinct asks
all its bodies to do their gravitation computation through the
step_final

try_to_work

call and

does the output and global counters computation stage of the timestep.

6.3.3 Amount of Work
It took approximately 6 months to rewrite Barnes-Hut, including a fair amount of time
spent on performance debugging. The implementation time again is longer than it would
be with a repeat exercise, as some time was spent in assisting with the design and
implementation of the Chiron performance visualization system [Goosen et al. 1993].
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Although Barnes-Hut is a more complex program than the others implemented for
this research, the overall structure of the code of the SPLASH version is reasonably
clear. There is however some obscure coding at the detailed level. Some examples
include:
1. importing a .c file (the standard programmer’s convention in C is that a .c file is
compiled; a #include directive is only used for .h files—but this convention is not
enforced by the compiler)
2. use of global variables for intermediate results to avoid writing to shared data in the
gravity update phase
3. convoluted logic in the function to decide which branch of the tree to take for a
given particle
4. extensive optional code for experimental load balancing strategies
However, unlike MP3D (see 6.2.3), the code is deterministic and therefore gives
repeatable results. It is thus relatively straightforward to test new versions by
comparing intermediate and final results across implementations.
6.4 Water
6.4.1 Original Structure
Each timestep, the program goes through the following phases:
1. calculate predicted values of variables
2. compute intra-molecular forces for atoms
3. computer inter-molecular forces—the only O(n2) phase
4. correct the predicted values from step 1, using values from steps 2 and 3
5. boundaries: put molecules back into the box
6. compute system kinetic energy
7. if an output step, calculate potential energy and print output
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Although the program does not have the degree of locality of MP3D, each processor
only communicates with half the molecules in the rest of the simulation. For a
sufficiently large data set, this may be seen as global communication. In practice, since
the algorithm is O (n2) per time step, data sets tend to be smaller than for MP3D or
Barnes-Hut. Molecules are stored in an array which is partitioned between processors.
In the one major change from the original FORTRAN version, each molecule’s data is
stored in a C struct for better locality and reduced false sharing [Singh et al. 1992b].
The outer level of control is fairly straightforward with simple loops, but detail is
not entirely transparent, as a result of widespread use of short undescriptive variable
names.
6.4.2 OOSH Implementation
The OOSH implementation replaces the SPLASH main program almost entirely, and
adds functions that access global data members of class W_processor_data (to replace
references to globals).
The biggest changes result from the fact that the SPLASH version of Water relies
heavily on UNIX fork semantics (variables are not shared unless explicitly allocated as
shared), whereas OOSH uses the sproc system call (everything is in shared memory,
except data allocated on the stack after a process is launched).
Consequently, globals that are private to a process by default in the SPLASH
version have to be made explicitly non-shared by moving them to a per-process object
(of class

W_processor_data ,

derived from

Proc_data ).

On the other hand, some

global data which is intended to be shared is moved from an explicitly allocated
structure called gl to being declared as static members of W_processor_data. In effect
a static class member is a global variable which has its name in the scope of the class.
With sproc semantics, static class members are global to all processors.
The

dispatch

loop is mostly not used in this case: the

get_load

and step_final

functions are empty, and Precinct::try_to_work is implemented as a once-only call
to the main computation routine of the original code, MDMAIN.
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6.4.3 Amount of Work
The changes made to the original code fall into two major categories: changes to header
files and initialization to fit the object-oriented approach of OOSH, and detailed editing
of individual files.
The original code consists of 1333 lines of source code in .U files (to be processed
into .c files by the Parmacs macros), and 151 lines of .H files (to be preprocessed into
header files).
In the first category, the header files are almost completely rewritten (total 165
lines—still not very big), and the main program file water.U (211 lines) is replaced by
W_main.C , W_environment.C

and

W_space.C

(total 411 lines).

The remaining files are edited for the new class-based globals and shared data, a
total of 143 lines changed out of 1122 (not counting trivial changes such as
indentation).
In summary, about 24% of the code including declarations (header files) is
substantially rewritten and about 13% of the rest edited.
As with Barnes-Hut, testing can easily be done by comparing output (and
intermediate results) across implementations.
It should be possible in principle to do such changes on similar examples in about a
week of concentrated effort.
6.5 Summary
Reimplementing an existing application, if experience reported here is typical, on top of
OOSH can take anywhere from a week to 6 months (assuming that the time spent on
MP3D is atypical—since the 2 years spent on MP3D included designing the library and
pursuing blind alleys), depending on how much restructuring is done.
Given the huge range of variations in application characteristics, such an estimate is
obviously only a first estimate of possible effort needed. Of more interest is the
question as to whether OOSH is significantly more difficult to use than other strategies.
It took about a week to convert Water from Parmacs macros to OOSH, without major
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rewriting. Most of the effort was fairly straightforward and such difficulties as there
were, were the consequence of the lack of clarity of the original code, rather than any
complexities introduced by OOSH. Experience with Water suggests that a minimal use
of OOSH without attempting to fully exercise its features is no more difficult than use
of the Parmacs macros. Any attempt at restructuring is harder to evaluate. However,
implementing padded and aligned allocators on top of reusable code is likely to save
time over an ad hoc strategy.
Where application semantics are close the OOSH model, it should be relatively
quick and easy to implement a new application using OOSH. In cases where OOSH
aids in the programming task, the remaining issue in deciding to use OOSH is whether
it results in acceptable—ideally improved—performance. The following chapters, in
which performance is measured and analyzed, aim to elucidate the circumstances under
which OOSH is useful.
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7.

Performance Results

7.1 Introduction
This chapter contains results of performance measurement. Measurement is done using
the Mint MIPS architecture simulator [Veenstra 1993]. Mint is used mainly for
pragmatic reasons: it is freely available, relatively easy to use, has reasonable
performance and interfaces with other available tools.
More detailed reasons for using Mint are presented in section 2.5.
To compare results against a real machine, runs are done on a Silicon Graphics
4D/380, which is a generation behind current designs, but is suitable as a basis for
comparison with simulations.
Section 7.2 describes the methodology for measurement, including more detail of
the usage of Mint. This is followed by the results, in section 7.3.
The following section (7.4) of this chapter is an analysis of the measured results.
First, the section contains a brief discussion of how the results are interpreted. The
remainder of section 7.4 is broken down into findings relating to the value of
completely restructuring code with poor cache characteristics, the value of a more
maintainable style of code and the cost of a minimal use of the library.
The rationale for the breakdown of discussing results in 7.4 is that it corresponds to
different degrees of desirability of using OOSH. If an application has inherently poor
characteristics and needs to be completely rewritten, using OOSH has significant
advantages, as is demonstrated with MP3D. If the application is reasonably well
structured but coding is untidy and unmaintainable, rewriting it in an object-oriented
style can benefit maintainability without compromising performance, as is demonstrated
by experience with Barnes-Hut. If no work is put into using features of OOSH, there is
some cost compared with a non-object-oriented approach, as is shown using Water.
In conclusion, in section 7.5, overall findings are summarized.

7.2 Methodology
The major focus of this research is the impact of architecture trends on programming
strategy. For this reason, measurements are taken with a simulator set up first to have
characteristics typical of a high-performance design at around 1990, then with
characteristics of a machine with double the memory cost in CPU cycles. According to
previous trends, over a period of 6 years, the relative cost of a memory access should
double [Boland and Dollas 1994]. In practice, the change in the cost of cache misses is
not so simple: newer machines tend to have larger blocks and larger caches, both of
which increase the cost of handling a cache miss. However, to keep the number of
variables under control, only the miss cost is varied in measurements reported on here.
See Appendix D for a more detailed discussion of miss costs on two different
systems spaced approximately six years apart.
The simulation is set up with a miss time of 50 cycles for the slower version. 50
clock cycles is a good approximation to miss cost of L2 caches of the early 1990s
[Goosen 1991]. The future version is set up with a miss cost of 100 CPU cycles. An
infinite cache model is used so that only misses caused by invalidation are modeled.
Measuring misses due to invalidations is a good approximation to measuring overhead
of multiprocessor communication, as another study has shown that misses other than
those caused by invalidations tend to be invariant across variations in numbers of
processors [Eggers and Katz 1989]. The simulator counts cold start (or compulsory)
misses and these are subtracted from the total. The block size is set at 128 bytes, which
is found on some new designs [Galles and Williams 1994].
For measuring blocking effects, a finite cache simulation is required, as blocking
mainly saves on replacements. Given the fact that communication causes extra misses,
blocking should be expected to have a bigger impact on uniprocessor runs, but
measurement is also presented for multiprocessor runs.
More detail of the architecture simulation is given in Appendix B.
To check the results, run times are measured on a Silicon Graphics 4D/380 with 8
MIPS R3000 processors, clocked at 33MHz and 256Mbytes of RAM. The 4D/380 was
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designed in the late 1980s. It has 2 levels of cache: a 64K first-level data cache and a
256K second-level cache (both direct-mapped). The L1 block size is 32 bytes, and an
L2 block is 64 bytes. The L2 miss cost is 1µs, about 30 cycles. In practice,
performance should be similar to that of the simulated machine, since the 4D/380 has a
less aggressive bus design than the simulated design (see B.3).
With the exception of the MP3D runs which are run for more time steps on the real
machine, the same data set is used for simulations and runs on the real machine. A
longer run of MP3D is used on the real machine for consistency with earlier published
results. More detail of application parameters is given in Appendix C.
Since derived measures such as speedup can be computed in different ways [Crowl
1994], the basis on which the calculation is done is presented, where derived measures
are used. In most cases, absolute numbers are also presented (e.g., run time in
seconds).
For each simulation run, the following data is summarized:
1. the fraction of read misses
2. the fraction of write misses
3. the fraction of misses overall
4. the fraction of writes causing invalidations
5. speedup with misses costing both 50 and 100 CPU cycles (other measures are not
significantly affected by this variation in the simulation)
Since cold-start misses are not counted, miss measures of 1-processor runs are all
zero (as is expected for infinite caches), and are not recorded.
Overall misses are the more useful characterization of application behaviour in terms
of memory cost; however a breakdown of misses into read and write misses can give
hints as to why misses occur. The fraction of writes causing invalidations is useful as a
measure of the amount of communication (false or real sharing is not distinguished).
Speedup is with an infinite cache model does not reflect the effect of blocking (for
which finite cache measures are used in 7.3.3). Also, the total amount of cache to
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increases with the number of processors, reducing replacement misses—an effect
which is not modeled by a infinite cache simulation. However, infinite cache measures
are good predictors of scalability, since they emphasize misses caused by
communication.
Since only the OOSH version of MP3D is blocked, finite cache and corresponding
real machine measurements of MP3D are presented separately (7.3.3). The major
variable is block size (taken here as average size of a precinct—the size varies according
to particle distribution in space). Measurement is presented relative to MP3D-SPLASH,
the better of the two non-OOSH variants. Run times are measured for both a realistic 1million particle example, and the 8000 particle example used in other measurement. The
1-million particle example is bigger than the L2 caches on the real machine, but too big
to be practical to simulate. The 8000 particle example, on the other hand, is bigger than
the L1 caches on the real machine, and so provides some opportunity to both measure
impacts on run time of blocking to the L1 cache, and simulation measurements.
7.3 Results
Simulation results for each application are presented followed by measured run times on
a real machine. After measurements applicable to all applications, a set of measurements
is presented to establish the impact of blocking on MP3D. In each case, discussion of
results is limited to pointing out interesting detail; full discussion of the significance of
results is deferred to section 7.4. The most important finding is that Barnes-Hut’s
performance improves by 20% on a simulated machine with a miss cost of 100 cycles.
7.3.1 Simulations
Measurements are taken for the three versions of MP3D, with 8000 particles, over 50
timesteps, in a wind tunnel with 20 by 28 by 6 cells. This is a small example (real
examples typically have 1-million or more particles), so results should be treated with
caution. As well as finite cache simulations in section 7.3.3, a bigger example is used
on the real machine, as another data point for measuring blocking in the OOSH version.
However, the 8000-particle example is big enough to measure communication costs.
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processors

measure

1

speedup miss 50

0.45

0.37

1.00

speedup miss 100

0.45

0.37

1.00

read misses

27.81%

0.06%

2.68%

write misses

2.09%

0.02%

0.08%

overall misses

21.44%

0.05%

1.74%

invalidations

67.82%

0.10%

4.77%

speedup miss 50

0.36

1.33

2.33

speedup miss 100

0.20

1.33

1.64

read misses

33.85%

0.09%

3.16%

write misses

5.00%

0.03%

0.14%

overall misses

26.68%

0.07%

2.07%

invalidations

72.53%

0.14%

5.61%

speedup miss 50

0.49

2.24

4.09

speedup miss 100

0.25

2.17

2.66

read misses

37.09%

0.12%

3.49%

write misses

6.82%

0.03%

0.29%

overall misses

29.58%

0.10%

2.34%

invalidations

74.79%

0.18%

6.09%

speedup miss 50

0.46

4.05

5.29

speedup miss 100

0.23

3.79

2.72

read misses

39.14%

0.14%

3.72%

write misses

6.92%

0.04%

0.62%

overall misses

31.13%

0.11%

2.60%

invalidations

75.76%

0.21%

6.36%

speedup miss 50

0.44

6.21

4.65

speedup miss 100

0.22

5.45

2.39

4

8

16

32

MP3D–0

OOSH

SPLASH

Table 7.1 MP3D Simulation Results
invalidations as a fraction of writes; no cold start misses; infinite cache; speedup
relative to fastest uniprocessor run
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10
MP3D-0 miss 50
MP3D-0 miss 100
MP3D-splash miss 50
MP3D-splash miss 100
MP3D-OOSH miss 50
MP3D-OOSH miss 100
ideal

speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(a) speedups relative to fastest for each cache simulated
Figure 7.1 Simulator Measures for MP3D
continued on next page

Results are presented in table 7.1, and graphed in figure 7.1. Miss rates are high,
especially for the two poorly structured versions.
A high fraction of writes causes invalidations for MP3D–0 (over 75%) and the
SPLASH version (over 6%—still high). Speedups are also relatively low (though the
OOSH version achieves higher speedup with a larger data set—see 7.3.3).
Finally, the impact of a higher miss cost on each application is of interest. For
example, on 32 processors, writes are 30 times more likely to result in invalidations for
the SPLASH version than the OOSH version, and the miss ratio is 23.6 times higher.
As a result, doubling the miss cost reduces speedup of the OOSH version (also on 32
processors) by only 12%, whereas speedup of the SPLASH version is reduced by
49%. In absolute terms, on 32 processors with miss cost 100, the OOSH version is 2.3
times faster (i.e., 130% faster) than the SPLASH version of MP3D.
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MP3D-0 miss 50
MP3D-splash miss 50
MP3D-OOSH miss 50

0.35
0.30

overall miss rate

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(b) misses (fraction of all references—except cold-start)

0.80
0.70

MP3D-0 invalidates
MP3D-splash invalidates
MP3D-OOSH invalidates

invalidate rate (per write)

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(c) invalidates (fraction of writes—except cold-start)
Figure 7.1 Simulator Measures for MP3D
continued from previous page
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processors

measure

OOSH

SPLASH

1

speedup miss 50

1

0.93

speedup miss 100

1

0.93

read misses

0.015%

0.049%

write misses

0.00015%

0.016%

overall misses

0.010%

0.037%

invalidations

0.021%

0.063%

speedup miss 50

3.87

3.58

speedup miss 100

3.85

3.53

read misses

0.023%

0.073%

write misses

0.00037%

0.021%

overall misses

0.015%

0.053%

invalidations

0.026%

0.073%

speedup miss 50

7.38

6.82

speedup miss 100

7.33

6.66

read misses

0.033%

0.096%

write misses

0.0010%

0.026%

overall misses

0.022%

0.070%

invalidations

0.031%

0.075%

speedup miss 50

14.5

13.3

speedup miss 100

14.3

12.6

read misses

0.046%

0.12%

write misses

0.0021%

0.029%

overall misses

0.031%

0.084%

invalidations

0.036%

0.077%

speedup miss 50

27.9

24.5

speedup miss 100

27.0

22.2

4

8

16

32

Table 7.2 Barnes-Hut Simulation Results
invalidations as a fraction of writes; no cold start misses; infinite cache
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speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

30

Barnes-Hut-splash miss 50
Barnes-Hut-splash miss 100
Barnes-Hut-OOSH miss 50
Barnes-Hut-OOSH miss 100
ideal

25

20

15

10

5

0
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(a) speedups relative to fastest for each cache simulated

Figure 7.2 Simulator Measures for Barnes-Hut
continued on next page

Simulations of Barnes–Hut are run with 8K bodies, for 4 time steps—sufficient to
capture communication characteristics of the program. There is limited blocking (a body
has all gravitational effects computed at once, but is used again in other phases of the
computation). Blocking is less important than in MP3D; Barnes-Hut does a lot more
computation per body (O(logn)) per time step than MP3D (constant time).
Barnes-Hut data is presented in table 7.2, with graphs in figure 7.2.
Differences between the implementations are less sharp than with MP3D. However,
the differences in misses between the OOSH and SPLASH versions are significant.
There are also significantly more invalidations in the SPLASH version, reflecting false
sharing. Speedups in all cases are much better than for MP3D. Even so, the SPLASH
Barnes-Hut is impacted significantly more than the OOSH version by a slower
simulated memory hierarchy.
Again using the comparison of speedups on 32-processor runs, OOSH BarnesHut’s speedup is reduced by 3% when miss cost is doubled. By contrast, the SPLASH
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0.0010
Barnes-Hut-splash miss 50
Barnes-Hut-OOSH miss 50

0.0009
0.0008

overall miss rate

0.0007
0.0006
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
0.0000
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(b) misses (fraction of all references—except cold-start)

0.0008
0.0007

Barnes-Hut-splash invalidates
Barnes-Hut-OOSH invalidates

invalidate rate (per write)

0.0006
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
0.0000
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(c) invalidates (fraction of writes—except cold-start)
Figure 7.2 Simulator Measures for Barnes-Hut
continued from previous page

version’s speedup is reduced by 9% when miss cost is doubled. With miss cost 100,
OOSH Barnes-Hut is 22% faster than the SPLASH version.
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processors

measure

1

speedup miss 50

0.98

1.00

speedup miss 100

0.98

1.00

read misses

0.058%

0.056%

write misses

0.00067%

0.00064%

0.043%

0.041%

0.17%

0.16%

speedup miss 50

3.75

3.82

speedup miss 100

3.70

3.77

read misses

0.082%

0.082%

write misses

0.0020%

0.0019%

0.062%

0.062%

0.22%

0.22%

speedup miss 50

7.40

7.52

speedup miss 100

7.26

7.37

read misses

0.093%

0.092%

write misses

0.0041%

0.0034%

0.071%

0.070%

0.23%

0.23%

speedup miss 50

14.3

14.5

speedup miss 100

13.9

14.2

read misses

0.12%

0.11%

write misses

0.010%

0.009%

overall misses

0.088%

0.085%

0.27%

0.27%

speedup miss 50

27.5

27.9

speedup miss 100

26.6

27.1

4

overall misses
invalidations

8

overall misses
invalidations

16

overall misses
invalidations

32

invalidations

OOSH

SPLASH

Table 7.3 Water Simulation Results
invalidations as a fraction of writes; no cold start misses; infinite cache
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speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

30

Water-splash miss 50
Water-splash miss 100
Water-OOSH miss 50
Water-OOSH miss 100
ideal

25

20

15

10

5

0
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(a) speedups relative to fastest for each cache simulated
0.0009
Water-splash miss 50
Water-OOSH miss 50

0.0008
0.0007

overall miss rate

0.0006
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
0.0000
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(b) misses (fraction of all references—except cold-start)
Figure 7.3 Simulator Measures for Water
continued on next page

Measurements for Water (table and figure 7.3) are based on the SPLASH data set
over 2 steps. However, to increase the amount of work to parallelise, the number of
molecules is increased to from 64 to 512 (the number must be a cube).
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0.0030

invalidate rate (per write)

0.0025
Water-splash invalidates
Water-OOSH invalidates
0.0020

0.0015

0.0010

0.0005

0.0000
1

4

8

16
processors

32

(c) invalidates (fraction of writes—except cold-start)
Figure 7.3 Simulator Measures for Water
continued from previous page

There is little difference (up to 2% less speed up in the OOSH version), reflecting
minimal changes in the OOSH implementation. Restructuring the application would be
more worthwhile than trying to optimize such a small difference away.
7.3.2 Real Machine
Times are for SPLASH and OOSH versions of each application, with the exception of
MP3D, where the original poorly structured MP3D–0 is once again included. In all
cases, runs are on an unloaded machine. Speedup, as with simulated runs, is relative to
the fastest uniprocessor run.
MP3D times are with space set up as in the simulation runs, but with times over
1500 steps (1000 steps to reach steady state, counters zeroed, 500 more steps) for
consistency with earlier published work [Cheriton et al. 1991b]. This is a complete run
for this wind tunnel.
The OOSH version is run with both padding and alignment to 64 bytes (the L2
cache block size on the 4D/380) and 4 bytes, to measure the impact of padding and
alignment.
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speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

3
MP3D-0
MP3D-splash
MP3D-OOSH (pad 64)
MP3D-OOSH (pad 4)
ideal
2

1

0
1

2

4
processors

6

8

Figure 7.4 Speedup for Runs of MP3D Variations

Measurements of MP3D runs are presented in table 7.4, and speedup for all
variations is graphed in figure 7.4.
Run times for Barnes–Hut are based on the SPLASH data set, with 8K particles
and 4 time steps.
As with MP3D, the OOSH version is run with padding and alignment to both 64
bytes and 4 bytes, to measure the effectiveness of the support for padding and
alignment of the OOSH library.

processors

MP3D–0

OOSH

SPLASH

pad 64

pad 4

pad 4 cost

1

340 (0.43)

382 (0.38)

389 (0.38)

1.8%

147 (1.0)

2

315 (0.47)

210 (0.70)

219 (0.67)

4.3%

112.6 (1.3)

4

289 (0.51)

122 (1.2)

130 (1.1)

6.6%

94.4 (1.6)

6

318 (0.46)

91.7 (1.6)

99.5 (1.5)

8.5%

97.6 (1.5)

8

352 (0.42)

72.0 (2.0)

84.3 (1.7)

17%

104 (1.4)

Table 7.4 MP3D Run Times
all times in s (speedup relative to fastest, in parentheses)
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speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

8
barnes-hut-splash
barnes-hut-OOSH (pad 64)
barnes-hut-OOSH (pad 4)
ideal

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
1

2

4
processors

6

8

Figure 7.5 Speedup for Barnes-Hut Variations

Measured Barnes-Hut run times are in table 7.5, and speedup for all variations is
graphed in figure 7.5.
Since OOSH features are not fully used for Water, padding and alignment make no
measurable difference, so in this case all runs of the OOSH version are done with
padding and alignment to 4 bytes (in effect, there is no padding and alignment—since
all data structures are at least 4 bytes in size).

processors

OOSH

SPLASH

pad 64

pad 4

pad 4 cost

1

101 (1.0)

103 (1.0)

2.0% 102 (1.0)

2

51.2 (2.0)

52.4 (1.9)

2.3% 52.1 (1.9)

4

26.8 (3.8)

28.1 (3.6)

4.9% 27.3 (3.7)

6

18.8 (5.4)

19.5 (5.2)

3.7% 18.7 (5.4)

8

14.6 (6.9)

15.6 (6.5)

6.8% 14.7 (6.9)

Table 7.5 Barnes-Hut Run Times
all times in s (speedup relative to fastest, in parentheses)
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8
Water-splash
Water-OOSH
ideal

speedup (relative to fastest on 1 processor)

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

4
processors

6

8

Figure 7.6 Speedup for Water runs
in this case padding and alignment make no measurable difference

Run times and speedup for both versions of Water are summarized in table 7.6, and
speedup is graphed in figure 7.6.
7.3.3 Blocking Measurement of MP3D
There is a relatively large amount of data—since several variations on precinct size are
needed for each measure—so data is presented using a different strategy to that of the
previous results. All results are presented both as absolute numbers, and as relative to
the SPLASH version of MP3D, the better of the two older implementations. Only the

processors

OOSH

SPLASH

OOSH cost

1

74.5 (0.9)

70.0 (1.0)

6.4%

2

38.8 (1.8)

35.4 (2.0)

8.8%

4

19.7 (3.6)

18.2 (3.8)

8.2%

6

12.8 (5.5)

12.1 (5.8)

5.8%

8

10.1 (6.9)

9.32 (7.5)

8.4%

Table 7.6 Water Run Times
all times in s (speedup relative to fastest, in parentheses)
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1 processor
run time
OOSH
(s)
SPLASH
SPLASH
precinct size (K)
5.56
10.50
20.25
30.00
39.81
44.75
59.44
79.00
97.00
119.19
145.25
177.00
205.25
238.06
267.63
368.25
735.81
1749.94
6006.88 (5.9M)

121.4
232.18
222.97
222.04
221.90
221.28
219.25
228.17
221.99
220.82
220.56
218.71
219.42
220.30
219.02
219.38
221.63
220.44
225.09
221.52

1.91
1.84
1.83
1.83
1.82
1.81
1.88
1.83
1.82
1.82
1.80
1.81
1.81
1.80
1.81
1.83
1.82
1.85
1.82

4 processors
run time
OOSH
(s)
SPLASH
44.26
64.87
62.46
62.54
62.82
62.13
62.39
62.22
62.07
62.05
61.34
61.97
61.70
61.59
61.39
61.70
62.88
62.89
64.86
71.55

1.47
1.41
1.41
1.42
1.40
1.41
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.39
1.40
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.42
1.42
1.47
1.62

8 processors
run time
OOSH
(s)
SPLASH
41.39
39.81
37.87
38.00
38.59
38.49
37.51
38.30
38.01
38.50
37.39
37.77
37.47
37.51
37.66
37.79
38.07
39.46
39.94
52.82

0.96
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.92
0.93
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.95
0.96
1.28

Table 7.7 Blocked Run Times: 1-Million Particles
all runs over 10 time steps; for each variant in number of processors and precinct size
times are also given relative to the SPLASH run time on that number of processors; the
OOSH/SPLASH ratios make it possible to compare the benefits of the library versus the
SPLASH implementation across variations of number of processors and precinct size, by
graphing the OOSH/SPLASH ratios on the same scale

relative results are graphed, since the relative results make it possible to compare
different measures on similar axes. The absolute results make it possible to check that
the derived results make sense.
Since the data set (8000 particles) used in simulations is too small to cause
significant L2 misses as a result of replacements on the SGI 4D/380, a bigger example
(1-million particles—a more realistic data set) is also used in real machine
measurements. To make it possible to do a wide range of measurements in a reasonable
amount of time, relatively short runs of each are used: 10 time steps for the large
example, and 50 for the small example (even for the real machine runs of the small
example).
Precinct sizes are varied from the smallest possible (1 cell high by 1 cell long), to a
size big enough to show the extra misses caused when there is no blocking effect. Sizes
between are chosen to give a good spread of sizes, especially well below the L1 cache
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MP3D-OOSH 1 proc
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs
MP3D-splash (all cases)

time relative to MP3D-splash

2

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1

0.8
6

11

20 30 45
79 119 205 368
736
1.7M
precinct size (OOSH version: Kbytes unless M specified)

5.9M

Figure 7.7 Run Times for MP3D with 1-Million Particles
times are relative to the run time for MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of
processors; see Table 7.7 for an explanation of the presentation strategy

size of 64K on the real machine for both examples, and above and below the L2 cache
size for the big example. In all variants, a precinct is the full width of the wind tunnel,
since otherwise the number of neighbours that must be taken into account when doing
synchronization increases from a maximum of 8 to 26 (when neighbours on all sides
must be considered, not just in two dimensions).
The precinct size in all cases is computed based on the objects used to store the
precinct itself, the average number of particles per cell, the size of a cell, the number of
cells per precinct and the objects needed to keep track of 8 neighbours of a given
precinct. On this basis, the largest possible precinct size (allowing for as few as 8
precincts, to make an 8-processor run possible) for the small example is 142K—less
than the L2 cache size of 256K per processor on the SGI 4D/380. By contrast, the
largest possible precinct size for the big example, again allowing up to 8 processors, is
nearly 12Mbytes (the largest actual example used for the 1-million particle case, in
terms of precinct size, uses 16 precincts, each just under 6Mbytes).
Table and figure 7.7 present run times on the large example. The speed variations in
the 1-processor case within the precinct sizes which are smaller than either the L1 or L2
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1 processor

SPLASH
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

run time
(s)
3.64
11.09
9.96
9.91
9.84
9.86
9.83
9.80
9.95
9.97

4 processors

OOSH
SPLASH

3.05
2.74
2.72
2.70
2.71
2.70
2.69
2.73
2.74

run time
(s)
2.46
3.66
3.27
3.39
3.44
3.31
3.38
3.98
3.65
4.23

OOSH
SPLASH

1.49
1.33
1.38
1.40
1.35
1.37
1.62
1.48
1.72

8 processors
run time
(s)
2.82

OOSH
SPLASH

2.51
2.22
2.35
2.45
2.31
2.50
2.35
2.33
2.84

0.89
0.79
0.83
0.87
0.82
0.89
0.83
0.83
1.01

Table 7.8 Blocked Run Times: 8000 Particles
all runs over 50 time steps; see Table 7.7 for explanation of presentation strategy

cache are interesting to compare with the speed variations found by Lam et al. [1991]
for a blocked matrix multiply. In the case of MP3D-OOSH, the difference (expressed as
a fraction of the bigger run time) between the smallest (218.71s) and biggest (232.18s)
run time is only 5.8%.
For the matrix multiply example (on a DECstation 3100, with a memory system of
the same era as the 4D/380), the difference between the best and worst blocked run time
is over 50%. One possible explanation for this difference is that conflict misses, a
potentially major problem with sequential array accesses, appear to be less of a factor
with relatively randomly allocated data (as in the OOSH implementation). On the other
hand, it should be noted that the blocking effect is much less significant than for the
matrix multiply: the extra overhead of managing more precincts generally offsets the
advantage of blocking. For a multiprocessor run, however, being able to schedule work
in finer-grained units improves run times for smaller precincts. On the 8-processor
example, provided there are sufficient precincts to schedule work efficiently, the OOSH
version is faster than the SPLASH version.
Table and figure 7.8 contain run times for the smaller example. Figure 7.8 also
contains simulated run time data for direct comparison: note that when reduced to a ratio
between the SPLASH and OOSH versions, the real and simulated times follow a
similar pattern. As with the large example, blocking is a minor effect—but on the other
hand, effects of conflict misses appear to be insignificant for most precinct sizes.
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MP3D-OOSH 1 proc (sim)
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs (sim)
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs (sim)
MP3D-OOSH 1 proc
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs
MP3D-splash (all cases)

real or simulated run time relative to MP3D-splash

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5
2.6

8.7
17
24 33 41
57 71
precinct size (OOSH version: Kbytes)

142

Figure 7.8 Simulated and Real MP3D Times
times are relative to the run time for MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of
processors; see Table 7.7 for an explanation of the presentation strategy

Table 7.9 contains simulated measures. Note that in each case, the measure for
SPLASH is presented at the top, in italics. Ratios of OOSH measures to SPLASH
measures are less than 1 if OOSH is better (faster, fewer misses, etc.).

1 processor
OOSH
cycles
SPLASH
SPLASH
129427608
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

386602668
322716702
323507800
324158033
327383737
328238537
330535920
333013301
332459430

2.99
2.49
2.50
2.50
2.53
2.54
2.55
2.57
2.57

4 processors
OOSH
cycles
SPLASH

8 processors
OOSH
cycles
SPLASH

72162060

76480266

111337984
94573386
96143151
98861102
96889513
97833956
111204900
95936317
121278859

1.54
1.31
1.33
1.37
1.34
1.36
1.54
1.33
1.68

83731455
63087655
65101160
67522378
65111004
69021910
67284419
64911521
76327032

1.09
0.82
0.85
0.88
0.85
0.90
0.88
0.85
1.00

(a) simulated time in clock cycles
Table 7.9 8000 Particles Blocked Simulation Runs
continued on next page
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1 processor

4 processors
OOSH
references
SPLASH

OOSH
SPLASH

references
SPLASH
26524038
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

26567647

81962242
77630278
76924697
76716551
76456533
76429473
76319925
76148686
76165534

3.09
2.93
2.90
2.89
2.88
2.88
2.88
2.87
2.87

8 processors
OOSH
references
SPLASH
26641965

86632247
84965952
86422334
85110997
86979561
89602611
113506607
91476962
138019475

3.26
3.20
3.25
3.20
3.27
3.37
4.27
3.44
5.20

110858110
106270927
121448710
120974790
112049040
128936130
145834771
137039679
148663130

4.16
3.99
4.556
4.54
4.21
4.84
5.47
5.14
5.58

(b) references

SPLASH
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

1 processor
OOSH
misses
SPLASH

4 processors
OOSH
misses
SPLASH

8 processors
OOSH
misses
SPLASH

441685

772746

825355

1612852
1107434
1119985
1125635
1157923
1161265
1179587
1202606
1194226

3.65
2.51
2.54
2.55
2.62
2.63
2.67
2.72
2.70

1711187
1268406
1282936
1395376
1305845
1291416
1340921
1225754
1212647

2.21
1.64
1.66
1.81
1.69
1.67
1.74
1.59
1.57

1890274
1326091
1323294
1430536
1400500
1426570
1225718
1196443
1200099

2.29
1.61
1.60
1.73
1.70
1.73
1.49
1.45
1.45

(c) misses

4 processors
OOSH invals
invalidations
SPLASH invals
SPLASH
442899
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

14265
16019
16233
15564
14355
16084
12495
14981
11677

8 processors
OOSH invals
invalidations
SPLASH invals
536392

0.032
0.036
0.037
0.035
0.032
0.036
0.028
0.034
0.026

30579
30014
27501
25811
25636
24579
25313
24604
21316

0.057
0.056
0.051
0.048
0.048
0.046
0.047
0.046
0.040

(d) invalidations (only occur in multiprocessor runs)

Table 7.9 8000 Particles Blocked Simulation Runs
continued on next page
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1 processor
write backs
SPLASH
precinct size (K)
2.625
8.6875
16.75
24.3125
32.9375
41
57.125
71.25
141.875

4 processors

OOSH
SPLASH

write backs

418926
787611
683826
709632
722785
737122
751179
768829
783320
788836

OOSH
SPLASH

474416
1.88
1.63
1.69
1.73
1.76
1.79
1.84
1.87
1.88

320225
331558
344820
335910
342740
353991
382360
358743
447786

8 processors
write backs

OOSH
SPLASH

538923
0.67
0.70
0.73
0.71
0.72
0.75
0.81
0.76
0.94

63533
91788
108718
94778
85115
107227
157292
149757
204969

0.12
0.17
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.20
0.29
0.28
0.38

(e) write backs
Table 7.9 8000 Particles Blocked Simulation Runs
continued from previous page: 64K direct-mapped simulated cache; see Table 7.7 for
explanation of presentation strategy

Figure 7.9 presents references and misses on one graph. Figure 7.10 presents
invalidations, and figure 7.11 presents write backs. All graphs present data relative to
MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of processors.
Figure 7.9 shows some blocking effect in that misses on one processor are lower
for most precinct sizes smaller than the simulated cache size of 64K. At the same time,

MP3D-OOSH 1 proc (refs)
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs (refs)
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs (refs)
MP3D-OOSH 1 proc (misses)
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs (misses)
5 MP3D-OOSH 8 procs (misses)
MP3D-splash (all cases)

refs and misses relative to MP3D-splash

6

4

3

2

1
2.6

8.7

17
24 33 41
57 71
precinct size (OOSH version: Kbytes)

142

Figure 7.9 References and Misses for MP3D
measures are relative to the run time for MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of
processors; see Table 7.7 for an explanation of the presentation strategy
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0.06
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs
total invalidates relative to MP3D-splash

0.055

0.05

0.045

0.04

0.035

0.03

0.025
2.6

8.7

17
24 33 41
57 71
precinct size (OOSH version: Kbytes)

142

Figure 7.10 Invalidations for MP3D
measures are relative to the run time for MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of
processors; see Table 7.7 for an explanation of the presentation strategy

the number of references in the 1-processor case does not vary significantly with
precinct size (see table 7.9b for the actual number of references). The maximum
variation in number of references is 7%; if the smallest precinct size is excluded, the
maximum variation is under 2%. Misses show more variation on one processor: 31%.
Again, excluding the smallest precinct reduces the variation, this time to under 8%.
The multiprocessor cases are more complex. The steep increase in references in the
4 and 8 processor cases as precinct sized increases—especially for the 57K precinct—
suggests that effects such as load balance and accessing data structures for
synchronization become important factors. Looking at the actual measured values in
table 7.9, it is evident that while MP3D-OOSH has a lower miss ratio than MP3DSPLASH, the absolute numbers of references and misses for the library implementation
are higher. As the number of processors increases, the number of misses in the OOSH
version tends to improve relative to the SPLASH version.
Tables 7.9d (invalidations) and 7.9e (write backs) illustrate where MP3D-OOSH
does have a gain over MP3D-SPLASH, which begins to show up in the 8-processor
runs. The number of invalidations on the OOSH version is under 5% those for the
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total write backs relative to MP3D-splash

2.5
MP3D-OOSH 1 proc
MP3D-OOSH 4 procs
MP3D-OOSH 8 procs
MP3D-splash (all cases)

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
2.6

8.7
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24 33 41
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precinct size (OOSH version: Kbytes)
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Figure 7.11 Write Backs for MP3D
measures are relative to the run time for MP3D-SPLASH on the same number of
processors; see Table 7.7 for an explanation of the presentation strategy

SPLASH version for most cases. Invalidations are an important measure of scalability,
because an invalidation causes overhead on at least two processors (the one which does
the invalidation, by attempting to write a block, and any others that previously shared
the block). However, not too much can be read into measures of invalidations here: the
absolute numbers are small (especially for OOSH), and any change in reference
behaviour in which a shared block is written back or replaced before another processor
writes it will reduce invalidations.
A reduction in write backs is a measure of the effectiveness of a blocking strategy.
Any block which may be written early in a computation and also at a later stage will be
written back more than once if the computation is not effectively blocked. In the
multiprocessor case, some write backs are caused by invalidations. However, the
number of invalidations is small compared with write backs. Also, the biggest variation
in write backs occurs when the 4 and 8 processor runs’ precinct size increases to close
to or bigger than the simulated cache size of 64K. The smallest precinct generally has a
high number of references, misses and write backs—probably because of too much
precinct overhead in relation to particle data. Considering only the precincts larger than
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the smallest one, in the best case (the second-smallest precinct), there are over 13%
fewer write backs than in the worst case (the biggest precinct) in the uniprocessor case.
The pattern is less clear for the multiprocessor cases, except there is a general tendency
for write backs to increase as precinct size increases.
7.4 Interpretation
This section further highlights significant points of the results, followed by a discussion
of the impact of restructuring an inefficient application, cleaning up an efficient
application, and finally, the performance impact of OOSH constructs on unrestructured
code.
7.4.1 Significant Points
Each application is considered in turn; results from simulation are used to predict real
machine performance, and these predictions are compared with those measured on the
8-processor Silicon Graphics system.
Infinite cache simulation measurement of MP3D indicates that real run times should
be significantly different across implementations. Also, the OOSH version should be a
lot less sensitive to an increase in cache miss cost than the other two versions. MP3D–0
should give very little if any speedup on any modern shared-memory design.
As predicted by simulation, MP3D–0 achieves very little speedup on the real
machine. The SPLASH version, despite removing false sharing and improving prefetch
by clustering particle moves, does not speed up on more than 4 processors. The
improvement in prefetch and reduction of overhead of parallel constructs make it
significantly faster than the other versions on 1 processor. Even without padding and
aligning to the block size of the SGI 4D/380, the OOSH version is faster than the
SPLASH version on 8 processors. With padding and alignment to 64-byte boundaries,
the OOSH version is faster than the SPLASH version on 6 processors as well. The
padding and alignment increasingly pays off as the number of processors increases,
particularly in the move from 6 to 8 processors, where the percentage performance hit
for not padding doubles from 8.5% to 17%.
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On 8 processors, the padded aligned OOSH version is just over 30% faster than the
SPLASH version, despite the fact that the SPLASH version is 2.6 times faster on a
single processor.
Aside from overhead of distributed synchronization, the OOSH version has
additional overhead of randomizing collisions. The routine to randomize particle queues
alone accounts for 17% of execution time as determined by using the pixie profiling
system; other overhead including checking particle time stamps is difficult to measure
directly. Extra overhead of the OOSH rewrite can be seen as a trade-off for the greater
memory contention of the strategy of MP3D–0 and SPLASH, which use cells to
randomly pair collision partners.
Finite cache measurement of MP3D—and the small and large examples on the SGI
4D/380—show that blocking is a relatively minor effect compared with the other
improvements on earlier versions of MP3D. However, unlike with blocked matrix
algorithms, it appears that conflict misses are relatively unlikely to cause an increase in
misses for specific block sizes.
Barnes-Hut clearly gains from the OOSH implementation, especially on the
simulation of the slower memory hierarchy. With a miss cost of 50 cycles, the speed
difference between the two implementations is significantly smaller than for the miss
cost 100 simulation. The difference is smaller on the real machine run times, where the
difference between the pad 64 OOSH and SPLASH run times is under 2% in all cases.
This reflects the fact that the real machine is not a recent model (i.e., misses on it cost
less than 50 cycles). It should also be noted that the gain from padding and alignment
on the real machine—which increases with number of processors as should be
expected—is nearly 7% on 8 processors.
The simulation runs of Water predict that run times on the real machine should
differ by about 2%. However, in this case, the real machine run times differ by more
than the predicted amount—ranging from 5.8% to 8.8%. Examination of profiles of the
SPLASH and OOSH version reveals that most of the higher execution time is caused by
the extra level of indirection needed to access per-processor globals. The OOSH version
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accesses per-processor globals through an object, whereas the SPLASH version relies
on fork semantics to make private copies of globals.
7.4.2 Restructuring
The benefit to be had from restructuring depends on how poorly the original application
is structured.
In the case of MP3D, where speedup of the original version is negligible, effort to
find a better overall application structure is justified. Making relatively straightforward
changes as in the SPLASH version is not sufficient if the amount of communication is
high. As processors become faster in relation to memory hierarchies, this point will
become even clearer. On 32 processors, MP3D–0 has an overall miss ratio of 31%. In
the SPLASH version, overall misses are improved to 6.4%. Even so, speedup on 32
processors with a miss cost of 100 CPU cycles for the SPLASH version is only 2.4.
The OOSH version, with a miss ratio of 0.21%, has a speedup of 5.5 on the same
simulated architecture. While considerably better than the other two versions, the
OOSH speedup is compromised by the high cost of emulating the random collision
pairing semantics of the other programs. A rewrite of MP3D using deeper knowledge
of the underlying physics would probably give better results. However, it would be
more difficult to compare such a rewrite meaningfully with earlier versions.
Blocking does not give as much of an improvement in MP3D as could be hoped
for, based on claimed improvements resulting from blocking of a matrix multiply
algorithm [Lam et al. 1991]. The major reason for MP3D gaining less from blocking
than a matrix multiply does is that there are only two parts of the algorithm in which a
particle is referenced, which are combined: move and collide. By contrast, in a matrix
multiply (assuming multiplying two N xN matrices), a single element is used in N
different computations. However, since blocking of relatively unstructured memory
access appears to be less likely to result in conflict misses than is the case with a
regularly structured matrix algorithm, blocking is worth doing even for a relatively
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small gain. Where data is referenced repeatedly in different parts of an algorithm,
blocking will be a bigger win.
The rewrite of Barnes-Hut is much closer to the original structure of the program, to
the extent that it is possible to compare run times of parts of the code at a fairly detailed
level using a profiler. Almost all the Barnes-Hut performance improvement is a result of
better cache block-aligned memory allocation.
7.4.3 Cleaning Up
Barnes-Hut illustrates the benefits of cleaning up an existing reasonably well structured
program.
The OOSH implementation has little difference in performance from the SPLASH
version on the real machine, or on the simulated machine with a miss cost of 50 cycles.
However, on the miss cost 100 simulated machine, speedup of the OOSH version on
32 processors is 27, which is over 20% better than for the SPLASH version’s speedup
of 22.
The improvement results from the drop in false sharing, as measured by the
reduction in misses and invalidations. Again on 32 processors, the SPLASH version
has more than twice as many invalidations per write than the OOSH version; the OOSH
version has nearly 3 times fewer misses, measured as a fraction of all references.
The miss ratio is relatively low in Barnes-Hut: on 32 processors, the SPLASH
version’s miss ratio is 0.084%; the OOSH version’s miss ratio is 0.031%. Even with
such low miss rates, higher memory hierarchy costs will make padding and alignment
worthwhile in the near future if current trends continue.
7.4.4 Minimum Overhead
The OOSH Water implementation has a performance loss of up to 9% over the
SPLASH version, as measured on the real machine. This can be considered an upper
bound on the cost of OOSH for an application of this nature, since no effort has been
made at optimization. The real loss is higher than the 2% overhead predicted by
simulation.
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Water has similar miss ratios to the OOSH version of Barnes-Hut, though the
fraction of invalidations is substantially higher (3.5 times higher on 32 processors). If
similar improvements to those achieved for Barnes-Hut could be made, it would be
worth the effort of reimplementing Water using OOSH more fully.
7.5 Overall Findings
The biggest benefit from the library is seen from completely rewriting MP3D. MP3D is
a soft target since it has extremely poor cache behaviour, even in the modestly
restructured SPLASH version.
Barnes-Hut, which is already reasonably well optimized, is a more convincing
demonstration of the value of OOSH. Although the improvements affected by using the
library could be achieved by an ad hoc strategy of padding and aligning, OOSH makes
it possible to reuse the cache block sensitive low-level memory allocators. An
improvement of about 20% in performance is predicted on a 32-processor run on a
machine with a miss cost of 100 clock cycles, which is significant especially as the
overall structure of the code is little changed.
Water illustrates that the overhead of OOSH can be relatively high if no attempt is
made at optimizing for it or making good use of its features. Clearly, any performanceoriented programmer would make such an attempt at optimizing, whatever the
underlying strategy or tools being used. A reusable object-oriented library should in
principle allow the programmer to focus on algorithmic improvements, without having
to spend a lot of time on architecture-specific detail, such as the impact of cache block
size.
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8.

Conclusions

8.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the research and places it in context.
Potential future work is presented to illustrate potential for expanding and
continuing the research, followed by an analysis of results and a summary of the
contribution made by this work.
Some of the alternative synchronization strategies described in Chapter 3 could be
adapted to OOSH. Since such adaptation would be fairly straightforward in most cases,
this chapter does not take the issue further.
Another area where more work could be useful—now that the ANSI C++ standard
has begun to stabilize—is in tidying up the implementation and investigating the use of
language features that were in the process of being implemented when this research was
started, including templates and exceptions. Most compilers have these features now,
though some details were still under discussion as this work was concluded. Since this
is a matter of implementation detail, it is also not discussed further.
Future work which is considered in more detail is broken down into issues for
interacting with paging strategies, and issues for slower memory hierarchies, based on
research in the area of distributed shared memory.
Paging strategies are important because large memory systems result in more
overhead in page address translation even if there are no page faults [Huck and Hays
1993], and application structuring in future may need to take such effects into account.
A distributed shared memory architecture is logically a shared memory architecture
but is implemented on a number of networked systems, and typically uses units of a
page to transfer data (because of the latency of networks compared with traditional
multiprocessor interconnects).

8.2 Future Work
The work reported on here focuses on cache issues; other parts of the memory
hierarchy can also play a significant role in performance. Also, as cache miss costs
increase, there should be a growing convergence between issues in conventional shared
memory architectures and in distributed shared memory architectures. This section
examines potential future work which would take into account the virtual memory
system, followed by possible extensions to take into account issues in distributed
shared memory. Obviously, it would also be desirable to do detailed optimization of
both the library and specific applications, to further reduce overheads (especially in the
case of MP3D).
Although such applications are not considered here, it should also be noted that
another area for future work is investigating the applicability of techniques developed in
this research to a wider range of problem areas. Although OOSH is designed for timestepped simulation, much of the code could be adapted to other purposes, especially the
memory allocators.
8.2.1 Virtual Memory Issues
As early as the 1970s, there was work on restructuring programs for good performance
in paged virtual memory systems [Ferrari 1976, Hatfield and Gerald 1971, Snyder
1978, Spirn 1977].
A modern paged virtual memory system with page cache management outside the
kernel offers possibilities for designing page replacement strategies tuned to a specific
application [Harty and Cheriton 1991; Subramanian 1991].
A related issue—discovered as a side-effect of this research—is the potential
mismatch between object-oriented code and translation lookaside buffers. A TLB is a
small cache of recent page translations, which relies heavily on spatial locality to give
good performance. A small TLB with 32 entries each mapping a 4K page may have few
misses with code referencing approximately sequential addresses (as in typical vector or
matrix processing). However, if objects are allocated without attempting to keep those
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Figure 8.1 TLB Effects in Large MP3D Run

accessed at roughly the same time close in memory, a high number of TLB misses may
result especially with a small TLB. A study of this problem with the MP3D application
has revealed that TLB misses could account for an increase of as much as 25% in run
time in a run with randomly allocated objects, as compared with a run with
contiguously allocated objects.
Figure 8.1 illustrates how on a large 8-processor run, MP3D has an increasing
number of TLB misses on a Silicon Graphics 4D/380. The run is on a wind tunnel with
131 by 131 by 7 cells, and 1-million particles. Initially, particles are allocated
contiguously within cells. As they move through space, particles close in space
gradually cease to be close in memory.
Figure 8.1a shows how the number of TLB misses increases with time for a run
with particles initially contiguously allocated until—after around 800 time steps—the
number of misses is about the same as for a run with particles initially randomly
allocated. Figure 8.1b shows how this effect impacts performance.
In an application like MP3D (or to a lesser extent Barnes-Hut, where movement of
bodies is slower), this is a difficult problem to solve. Copying data as it moves through
the simulation to keep it contiguous can be as expensive as the TLB misses, as each
additional copy can potentially result in a cache miss [Cheriton et al. 1993].
Adding user-level page replacement could be a solution to the TLB miss problem. If
data that moves in the simulation (particles in the case of MP3D; bodies in Barnes-Hut)
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is allocated a page at a time, when a page is moved from being memory resident to
being cached, its contents could be copied to free memory belonging to the part of the
simulation the object has moved to. The old page would be marked as garbage for a
garbage collector. Some limit is needed, to ensure that thrashing does not occur. For
example, reallocation can only be done as long it does not lead to a miss to disk.
Another possibility would be to exploit the fact that the simulation is set up with a
mean free path of about a third of a cell, so in about 5 timesteps, there is a high
probability that all particles will have left a given cell. If each cell reallocates particles on
arrival and uses a simple scheme to keep track of the range of addresses currently in
use, a simple page replacement-based garbage collector could be implemented.
Reallocation would still be expensive, but the cost of appending deleted data objects to a
free list would be eliminated. The viability of this strategy depends on a number of
issues including the relative costs of TLB misses and cache misses.
Figure 8.2 illustrates the idea.
8.2.2 Slower Memory Hierarchies
One of the most important strategies for reducing the cost of misses on distributed
shared memory systems is weaker models of consistency. For example, release
consistency assumes that all shared data structures that are written are protected by a
lock. When a lock is released, consistency must be ensured, but while the lock is still
held, it is assumed that other processors that would have referenced the shared data will
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not see an inconsistent copy since they should be blocked by the lock [Gharachorloo et
al. 1990].
Release consistency has been used not only in distributed shared memory systems
[Dwarkadas et al. 1993] but in the DASH system [Lenoski et al. 1992]. In fact the
DASH designers did much of the early work in this area.
Future shared memory multiprocessor systems with higher memory latencies will
increasingly need to use techniques such as release consistency .
The aligned memory allocators used for OOSH are highly suited to release
consistency. If a lock is to protect not only a logical data structure but all data structures
contained within a given group of blocks, it is essential that there be no false sharing.
Padding and aligning to blocks as big as typical page sizes (4K or 8Kbytes, though
recent architectures such as the MIPS R4000 support much larger sizes) is not practical,
so techniques to aggregate blocks of related data will become increasingly important.
Implementation of such memory management strategies at a low level as part of a
memory allocator is clearly a superior strategy to ad hoc approaches, which are likely to
result in considerable rewriting of code as architecture trade-offs change.
Since distributed shared memory systems usually transfer pages on cache misses,
strategies such as release consistency would have to be addressed for a DSM version of
OOSH.
8.3 Analysis of Results
For current architectures with low miss costs, the performance benefit of restructuring
applications which already have low miss rates is marginal. The extra cost of objectoriented code is partially offset by gains from reduced cache misses, but the difference
is big enough to justify writing new code in the OOSH style.
However, simulation results for architectures in which cache miss costs are higher
show the value of restructuring using OOSH. Already, high-end systems have higher
miss costs than the higher number used in measurement here.
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Applications which are reasonably close to object-oriented in style—such as
Barnes-Hut—are already worth porting to OOSH, assuming no unexpected
breakthrough in memory system performance. Applications with more complex or less
well documented data structures are more difficult to port. Users of such software may
eventually be forced to choose between rewriting their code completely, or staying with
relatively special-purpose architectures with expensive memory systems, such as vector
machines—if current trends continue.
Another effect which has been found to be relatively insignificant in this research is
blocking of object-oriented code. Even the relatively small decreases in misses of
around 5 to 10% seen here may become important as the memory-processor speed gap
grows.
The designers of COOL consider it acceptable that their language imposes a penalty
of 2 to 3% as a cost for a simpler programming model [Chandra et al. 1994]. OOSH
has a cost of this order if its performance enhancing features are not used, as seen from
the Water simulation results, or up to 9% as measured on the real machine. For MP3D
and Barnes-Hut, with a miss cost of only 100 cycles, performance improvement of
about 56% and 18% respectively are predicted by simulation.
In the longer term, the techniques described here may not be sufficient and more
heed will need to be taken of structuring techniques used in distributed shared memory
systems and even distributed memory systems.
However, OOSH provides a basis on which changes in low-level allocation strategy
can be accommodated, and well-designed object-oriented code should in principle be
easier to modify for future strategies. For example, it may become necessary to change
the data so that parts which are written in one phase of the computation are separate
from parts which are read only. Properly designed object-oriented code does not make
the representation visible to the whole program, so such a change would be easier to
achieve than with a C or FORTRAN implementation.
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8.4 Original Contribution
This research demonstrates that an object-oriented library written in C++, while
introducing overhead compared with programming directly in C, has advantages for
introducing architecture-specific memory allocators. A C++ library also provides a
basis for reusing code to support blocking of relatively unstructured data (as compared
with arrays).
The research also demonstrates that a relatively disciplined style of code, in which
machine dependencies are restricted to a small module, is not an obstacle to good
performance. On the contrary, such an approach lends itself to changing machinespecific code for future architectures. As proposed in the future research section of this
chapter, this machine-specific code could be adapted for relaxed consistency models
typical of distributed shared memory systems and user-level page replacement.
Finally, the utility of the library is demonstrated by showing that it can result in
significant performance improvements on future-generation systems with high memory
hierarchy costs. For an application which is already well structured—Barnes Hut—the
improved memory allocation strategy of OOSH is shown to give a performance
improvement of more than 20% over the SPLASH version, on a simulated 32processor machine with a cache miss cost of 100 clock cycles.
Object blocking, while relatively insignificant compared with the gains of better
memory allocation and processor affinity, is likely to become important as miss costs
continue to rise. Also, for applications where repeated references to the same object
occur in many different places, object blocking is likely to be a bigger win than is the
case for MP3D.
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Appendix A MP3D History

As a consequence of its poor cache behaviour, MP3D has been restructured several
times. The earliest shared-memory version was based closely on the original vector
code [McDonald and Baganoff 1988], and was implemented by Jeff McDonald on an
Encore Multimax, a machine with relatively slow processors in relation to memory
speed.
It is useful to chronicle earlier versions here because they are referred to in earlier
published work. Versions used in this research are MP3D–0, the Multimax version
with minor changes to pass the stricter type checks of a C++ compiler, the OOSH
version, and the SPLASH version—which are described in Chapter 6.
In work leading up to this research, three versions of MP3D were implemented:
MP3D–1

particle arrays were combined into arrays of objects—this is much the same
data structure reorganization as was carried out in the SPLASH version,
but without the division of the particle array between processors

MP3D–2

spatial locality in the wind tunnel was made explicit in the program by
introducing precincts as units of work allocation, where a precinct was a
fixed unit of space; precincts were allocated statically and there was one per
processor

MP3D–3

this prototype of the OOSH version was used to study distributed
synchronization and TLB effects [Cheriton et al. 1993], as well as to
design the feature set of OOSH

Appendix B Architecture Simulation

B.1 Introduction
The simulator is based on a simple infinite cache back-end supplied as an example with
Mint, implemented by C code in files cache.c and bus.c.
A few changes have been made to Mint for correct

sproc

semantics (launch of a

new process in the same address space) but those changes are bug fixes rather than
substantial changes and are not reported here. Another minor change is the addition of a
report of elapsed simulated CPU cycles and simulated time when the first new process
is launched. This is useful for factoring out initialization.
Of more significance is the handling of memory references. The provided code
counts hits and misses. A few changes have been made to record more statistics, and to
record cold start misses so they can be factored out.
The purpose of this research is to predict performance of applications created using
OOSH rather than to design a new architecture, so simulations are kept simple. This
appendix goes on to provide a few details of the memory system and the bus, and
explains the impact of approximations on the measured advantages of OOSH.
B.2 Memory System
The Mint backend handles all reads and writes using a simple event-based mechanism.
If the cache contains the necessary data with the tags in a suitable state for the required
operation, the read or write handler returns T_ADVANCE, informing the simulator that the
event has completed. If it cannot complete (because an invalidation or miss has to be
handled), a new event is scheduled for the bus. The bus event has a completion and a
non-completion routine, either of which is called depending on whether the bus is free
when the event is scheduled.
The state transitions for the infinite cache simulations are depicted in figure b.1; the
finite cache simulation differs only in introducing replacements.

read miss
read/
write hit

read
shared

write
exclusive

invalidation

write

read hit

read
miss
invalidation

invalid

Figure b.1 State Transitions—Infinite Cache
before state can change to write exclusive an invalidation must be issued;
any transition from write exclusive also includes a write back-

For the infinite cache simulation, a cache block is modeled as a simple data structure
with status bits for each processor. The cache is direct mapped, as associativity is not
meaningful in an infinite cache. The finite cache is also direct mapped, and is
implemented as an array of tags, one per processor. Since MINT is a direct execution
simulator, the data contained in the caches need not be stored; the memory system of the
real system contains the actual data.
B.3 Bus And Impact Of Approximations
The bus is loosely based on the Silicon Graphics Challenge design (see Appendix D). It
has 5 pipeline stages, and all transactions can be fully pipelined, giving an best-case
latency of one pipeline stage, though each individual transaction takes 5 stages. This is
somewhat more aggressive than a real bus, and favours applications with a high
number of misses. On the other hand, an invalidation is treated the same way, which is
less aggressive than need be, since a real machine can handle an invalidation without
occupying the data bus. The Challenge, for example, can overlap signaling an
invalidation on the address bus with a data bus transaction [Galles and Williams 1994].
These approximations nonetheless are good enough for the purpose of this exercise.
The only application which is likely to be affected by excessive cost of invalidations in
MP3D–0, which has so many misses in any case that it is unlikely to have much
speedup on a modern machine (as evidenced by the real machine results). The
aggressive handling of misses slightly favours the SPLASH versions of MP3D and
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Barnes-Hut, but the real machine results show that this inaccuracy is not sufficient to
significantly alter the relative rankings of the applications. Since the effect of the
inaccuracy is to reduce the advantage of the OOSH versions, it is good enough to
establish a lower bound on the claimed improvement.
Furthermore, the measure of most interest is the impact of a change in the relative
miss cost of memory operations. These inaccuracies do not seriously affect this change,
and again at worst result in a good lower bound.
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Appendix C Application Parameters

C.1 Introduction
Application parameters are provided here in sufficient detail to allow repetition of the
measurements reported here. In cases where large data files are required, information as
to where they can be found is supplied.
There are two FTP sites where data files can be found. Original SPLASH files can
be found at

ftp:www-flash.stanford.edu//pub/old_splash/splash —referred

to

as the “SPLASH” site here. Modified files are at the site referred to as “modified” here:
ftp:concave.cs.wits.ac.za//pub/general/programming/research .

C.2 MP3D
For the small example used in all simulations, the MP3D runs are with a wind tunnel of
20 by 28 by 6 cells, an example provided by original MP3D programmer Jeff
McDonald. The wind tunnel is initialized with 8000 particles. The large example used in
real machine runs for measuring blocking uses 1-million particles in a wind tunnel of
131 by 131 by 7 cells.
The simulation runs for 50 timesteps; the small example on the real machine runs
for 1000 timesteps, after which counters are zeroed and another 500 steps are run. The
big example is run for only 10 steps on the real machine, since it has to be run for a
variety of precinct sizes.
A typical session (OOSH version) looks like this:
% mp3d 1 64 8000
aligning to cache block size 64
Opened geom file 'space.geom'.
Opened precincts file 'precincts'.
init particles...No particle file <particles.8000> generating
from scratch.
... particles done.
[mp3d-ds 1] 50
8000 particles Elapsed time for advance : 4s 680000us;
8233 particles 50 steps, 50 cumulative steps.
[mp3d-ds 2] r
Run Status

Number of molecules........8233
Number of steps............50
Number of Avg. Steps.......50
Upstream MFP ..............1
Free Pop ..................10.6383
Gamma......................1.4
Coll Prob .................0.0025355
Num collisions ............88
Total collisions...........3477
Num BC ....................28
Num moves (mean) ..........8267.9
[mp3d-ds 3] q

Command line arguments are number of processors, cache block size and number
of particles.
Commands accepted by the interpreter include
r

report

n

run for n steps (where n is a positive integer)

z

zero counters (used after steady state reached)

q

quit
Other parameters are set in the file space.geom (modified site).

C.3 Barnes-Hut
Barnes-Hut is run with the same parameters as in the SPLASH report: 8K particles for
4 timesteps (real machine and simulations). The data files are at the SPLASH site. The
OOSH version (as with MP3D) sets the number of processors in the command line.
Otherwise the input file on the SPLASH site works for the OOSH version. The input
file is designed for input redirection, to avoid typing in numbers to prompts.
A typical run of the OOSH version looks like this:
% barnes 1 64 < splash.in
aligning to cache block size 64
num_bodies 8192
seed 123
step_time 0.025
eps 0.05
tolerance 1
ignore next input 2
stop_time 0.075
data_out 0.25
rejects = 68
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Elapsed time for advance : 64s 200000us;

Command line arguments are number of processors and cache block size.
C.4 Water
Water requires the files in the

inputs

directory of the SPLASH distribution.

Otherwise, it requires a file to be redirected into the program as with Barnes-Hut.
The SPLASH input file is for a 64-particle example. In this case, this number is
increased to 512 (real machine and simulations). The input file at the SPLASH site
(sample.in) is otherwise unchanged; 512.in at the modified site is the modified input.
A typical OOSH version run looks like this (command line as for Barnes-Hut):
% water 1 64 < sample.in
aligning to cache block size 64
Using 1 procs on 2 steps of 64 mols
Elapsed time for advance : 0s 520000us;
NumProcs 1
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Appendix D SGI Challenge Miss costs

D.1 Introduction
Miss costs of the Silicon Graphics Challenge multiprocessor’s memory hierarchy have
not been published, but can be estimated from figures given for the POWERpath-2 bus
[Galles and Williams 1994].
The bus has a 21ns cycle, and has a 5-stage pipeline. The bus splits data traffic
from addresses and arbitration, in an attempt at minimizing latency. The bus executes
the following states system wide: arbitration, resolution, address, decode and
acknowledge. The bus is optimized for reads, which can occur in parallel with activity
on the address bus.
The most significant aspects of the bus from the point of view of computing miss
cost are the time it takes for data to appear after an address is placed on the bus, the
number of bus transactions taken to move one cache block and the cache controller
overhead to place the block in both L2 and L1 caches.
The first number required—the time before data appears on the bus after a read
address appears on the bus—is 12 bus clocks.
The bus is 256 bits wide, and a cache block is 128 bytes. This means that 4 bus
cycles are required to move an entire block, once transfer has initiated. The total number
of cycles then is 16—not counting arbitration. If arbitration is taken into account, and
the bus is unloaded, the total number of bus cycles required to handle a read miss is 18.
The architecture is designed so that read miss handling starts without delay on a
cache miss, so there is no additional start up overhead. The overhead to place the block
in the cache, copy it to the L1 cache and restart the processor is approximately 600ns* .
Since each bus cycle is 21ns, the total time to handle a read miss is therefore
18x21ns + 600ns ≈ 1µs.

* Source: Dave Olson, Silicon Graphics

It should be noted that this is the best case for a miss to RAM, since the bus may be
busy when the miss occurs. However, other aspects of the design are low in latency.
For example, it is possible to transfer data between caches. For these reasons, there is
not a single measure of miss latency on this architecture.
The simulated architecture of Appendix B is a simplified version of the Challenge,
without some of these optimizations.
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